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Abstract 
 
Today, global media such as the Internet provides media audiences scattered across 
the globe with the possibility of cross-cultural moral interaction upon a plethora of 
global digital public spheres. Such trends have been the catalyst for increased 
academic attention to the field of media and morality and the notion of media 
audiences as global citizens – ‘cosmopolitans at home’, consuming a wide array of 
mediated, global images and thus enforcing a proximity with the ‘distant Other’. 
Parallel to such trends is the dichotomous relationship between rural- and urban 
areas that have emerged as increasingly ambivalent in ‘network society’. Due to the 
‘urbanization of media culture’ and the ‘digital divide’, it is argued that rural areas, in 
an era characterized by global interconnectedness, are rendered dysfunctional. On 
the other hand however, media can be argued to promote inclusion and new 
possibilities for rural people. 
 
This study set out to empirically examine the tension field between residential 
patterns (rural/urban), the media (Internet) and cosmopolitanism. Setting out from the 
research questions: (1) What variables determine a ‘cosmopolitan outlook’ in 
Sweden?, (2) Does media use/access promote a ‘cosmopolitan outlook’, and under 
what circumstances?, and (3) Is there a ‘cosmopolitan divide’ between different 
residential patterns – and if so: how does it relate to different patterns of media use 
and access?. To attend the research questions, data from the annual national 
survey, Riks-SOM 2008, was analysed and the findings indicated the general trends 
for the Swedish cosmopolitan was, in accordance with other empirical accounts, 
young and well educated. Furthermore, respondents ‘high’ on Internet use where 
more likely to be cosmopolitans – confirming theoretical accounts of e.g. Anthony 
Giddens, Ulrich Beck and Dick Hebdige. Also, ‘locality’ proved to be more important 
for rural people than for people living in metropolitan areas. Finally, men and women 
displayed different ‘cosmopolitan patterns’: rural women being more cosmopolitan 
than metropolitan women in terms of a ‘willingness to move to a country outside of 
Europe’ while men displayed the opposite, following the hypothesis. 
 
 
Key words: Cosmopolitanism, Cosmopolitan divide, Cosmopolitan outlook, Banal 
cosmopolitanism, Cosmopolitan attitude, SOM, Riks-SOM 2008, Globalization, 
Internet, Rural, Urban, Media, Morality, Global Media, Network Society 
 
 



 
 
Abstract 
 
Idag bidrar globala medier, till exempel Internet, mediepubliker jorden runt 
möjligheten för inter-kulturell moralisk interaktion uppå en mängd globala offentliga 
sfärer. Sådana utvecklingar har visat sig vara katalysatorer för en ökad akademisk 
uppmärksamhet riktad mot fältet kring media och moralitet och föreställningen om 
mediepubliken som ”globala medborgare”– kosmopoliter i hemmet, då dagens 
medielandskap möjliggör konsumtion av ett brett spektra globala medietexter, 
bidragande till en ökad närhet till den ”Andre”. Vid sidan av sådana trender har 
dikotomin mellan landsbygd och stad framträtt alltmer ambivalent i 
nätverkssamhället. I samband med urbaniseringen av mediekulturen och den digitala 
klyftan, i en tid präglad av globala relationer, tillskrivs landsbygden en dysfunktionell 
roll. Å andra sidan argumenteras det att medierna kan bidra landsbygden med nya 
möjligheter. 
 
 
Denna studie ämnar empiriskt undersöka spänningsfältet mellan boendeort 
(landsbygd/stad), media (Internet) och kosmopolitism. Studien startar från 
forskningsfrågorna: (1) Vilka variabler avgör en ”kosmopolitisk blick” i Sverige?, (2) 
Bidrar medietillgång/användning till en ”kosmopolitisk blick”, och under vilka 
omständigheter? och (3) Finns en kosmopolitisk klyfta mellan olika slags boenden – i 
sådana fall: hur relaterar det till olika mönster av medie- användning och tillgång?. 
För att undersöka dessa forskningsfrågor analyserades data från den årliga 
rikstäckande enkätundersökningen Riks-SOM 2008. Empiriska upptäckter indikerade 
på att den Svenska kosmopoliten, följandes andra empiriska bidrag, var ung och 
välutbildad. Indikationen var även att respondenter med hög Internetkonsumtion i 
högre utsträckning var kosmopoliter – vilket bekräftade teoretiska bidrag från bl. a. 
Anthony Giddens, Ulrick Beck och Dick Hebdige. Vidare visade data att det lokala var 
viktigare för folk på landsbygden än i storstäderna. Slutligen påvisades en olikhet i 
det ’kosmopolitiska mönstret’ mellan män och kvinnor: Kvinnor på landet var mer 
benägna att flytta till ett land utanför Europa än kvinnor i städerna, medan män 
påvisade det motsatta – följandes hypotesen. 
 
 
Nyckelord: Kosmopolitism, kosmopolitisk klyfta, kosmopolitisk blick, banal 
kosmopolitism, kosmopolitisk attityd, SOM, Riks-SOM 2008, Globalisering, Internet, 
Rural, Urban, Media, Moralitet, Globala media, Nätverkssamhället 
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1. Introduction 
 

In an era where people, commodities, images, money and ideas increasingly find themselves 

flowing rather freely across the globe (see e.g. Appadurai, 2008), where world governance on 

a supra national level in the shape of e.g. the Declaration of Human Rights increasingly 

becomes constitionalized and gain authority over nation-states (see e.g. Habermas, 2006; 

Benhabib et al, 2006). Where risks tend to take place on a global scale and where people 

continue to admit to a global awareness and find themselves enmeshed in networks spanning 

across the globe (Beck, 1992, 2006; Szersysnki & Urry, 2002; Castells, 1996). One could 

argue that the revitalization of the discourse surrounding a ‘global cosmopolitan society’ 

(Giddens, 2003: 19), once coined by the Cynics of the fourth century B.C. (e.g. Socrates 

postulate: ‘I am not an Athenian or a Greek, but a citizen of the world’) and later revised by 

Kant (1795) would not seem too far-fetched.  

This revitalization of ‘cosmopolitanism’ has meant a pluralization of the term: 

contemporary cosmopolitanism is multidimensional, and increasingly finding itself scattered 

across all levels of social research. In the context of this particular study however, 

cosmopolitanism will be approach as, in Hannerz’ thought, a state of mind – ‘a willingness to 

engage with the Other’ (Hannerz: 1990: 103) and the capacity of the media to promote such 

attitudes. The complexity and more precise connotations of the term will be explored in detail 

in 2.2 Cosmopolitanism. 

 

Throughout history, the media can be held accountable for reshaping the notion of 

‘community’ and peoples’ sense of belonging (see e.g. Jankowski, 2006; Jansson, 2009a; 

Morely, 2001). The introduction of Gutenbergs’ printing press and the emergence of  ‘print-

capitalism’ in the 15th century drew the contours of the ‘imagined community’, the nation, and 

nationalism since it “made possible for rapidly growing numbers of people to think about 

themselves, and to relate themselves to others, in profoundly new ways” (Anderson, 2005: 

52). Today, the landscape of media and communications look vastly different, a dichotomy 

between ‘old’- and ‘new media’ has emerged: whereas old media promoted nationalism and 

enabled the sovereignty of the nation (see e.g. Anderson, 2005; Innis; 1950), new media and 

interlinked globalization processes such as media conglomeration and global 

interconnectedness paradoxically puts the authority of the nation-state in decline (see e.g. 
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Bauman, 1998; Giddens, 2003; Hardt & Negri, 2000). In this sense, ‘community’ and our 

sense of belonging have arguably also experienced the same paradoxical shift as the media 

today provides us with a wide array of global images and possibilities to interact with people 

outside of our immediate proximity to an extent unmatched in history: 

 
Only in the past couple of centuries, as every human community has gradually been drawn into a single 

web of trade and a global network of information, have we come to a point where each of us can 

realistically imagine contacting any other of our six billion conspecifics and sending that person 

something worth having: a radio, an antibiotic, a good idea. (Appiah, 2006: x) 

 

This transformation of social ontology brought about mainly by the ‘globalization of 

media’ has rendered information essential to socio-cultural life to the extent that the common 

discourse evolving around contemporary society is taking place under the label ‘information 

society’ or ‘network society’ (Garnham, 2005; Webster, 2006; Castells, 1996). In 

‘information society’, jobs, social lives, leisure activities, economic management etc are all 

tangled up with information, linked to a, as Appiah put it, ‘web of trade and global 

information’. Information and the media hence, play an essential role in establishing a global 

awareness and enforcing the proximity to the previously ‘distant other’. The socio-cultural 

impact of the global interconnectedness provided global media such as the Internet and 

satellite Television is equally applicable on Andersons’ description of the impact of the 

printing press in the 15th century with one major difference: the contemporary imagined 

community is increasingly global. 

In this context thus, globalization, particularly the globalization of the media is not 

approached merely as the suitable definition of contemporary geo-social ontology bur rather 

as the key platform upon which the possibility of a ‘banal’- or mediated cosmopolitanism 

relies. To understand cosmopolitanism in this sense thus, I argue that one need to understand 

the consequences of some specific occurrences of what might be termed as globalization 

processes; e.g. the nature of the extension of global media and urbanization.  

Globalization has meant the emergence of ‘global cities’ (for an extensive in depth 

account of such processes, see Sassen, 2001) around which economic, social, cultural and 

political activities have become centralized (Castells, 1996/2000: 413). As such activities 

become urbanized, surrounding rural areas are rendered ‘dysfunctional’ (ibid: 385). To this 

development belongs the statistics that have indicated a ‘digital divide’ in terms of Internet 

access between urban and rural areas, pointing towards the, not so surprising fact that cities, 
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to a larger extent, are connected to the Internet (Castells, 2001/2002: 253-254). To the notion 

of an increasing number of people connected in the framework referred to as ‘network 

society’, Morley (2001) raises a question which will stand as a main theme throughout this 

study: “/…/ even if increasing numbers of people are now included in this network of 

connections, the key question concerns the terms on which different groups get to participate 

in this framework” (Morley, 2001: 428). 

 

1.1 Framing the Research Topic 
 
While Castells (2001) emphasize how the ‘digital divide’ promotes knowledge gaps within 

specific social classes (Castells, 2001/2002: 261-63), I want to turn focus towards a 

hypothetical gap in ‘banal’- or ‘mediated cosmopolitanism’ between urban and rural areas. 

Put in Appadurais’ (2005) terms, neatly formulated by Morley (2001): this study seeks to 

understand social consequences of cosmopolitanism from a perspective emphasizing the 

‘disjunction of communication flows related to patterns of residence’ (Morley, 2001: 427). 

Such an account, in a similar manner as e.g. Hebdige (1990) and Giddens (2003) 

epistemologically assumes that the mere access to- and use of global media explicitly 

promotes cosmopolitanism. Here, I want to stress Webster’ (2006) argument that quantitative 

increase, in this context the increasing access to global media, cannot be “interpreted as 

evidence of really deep-seated social change” (Webster, 2006: 449), here being the notion of 

the existence of a ‘global cosmopolitan society’ (Giddens, 2003) or ‘cosmopolitan reality’ 

(Beck, 2006) which according to both authors are explicitly linked to global media. Hafez 

(2007) explicitly challenges such assumptions, holding that such accounts of McLuhanian 

character assumes:  

 
/…/ that as global communicative relations develop quantitatively, the level of information in the media 

increases, particularistic conceptions of foreign countries and the role as a whole are dismantled and 

international conflicts minimized. (Hafez, 2007: 19).  

 

What is needed thus, is empirical research. In Phillips & Smith’s (2008) account, the 

field of cosmopolitanism has, up until quite recently been dominated by theoretical 

elaboration rather than empirical research, which, is the natural ‘next step’ in the evolution of 

the field (Phillips & Smith, 2008: 391-392; see also Ong, 2009). And as argued by Calhoun 

(2003) much of the discourse surrounding cosmopolitanism offers merely normative 
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structures of ‘abstract oughts’ (2003: 532). Ong (2009) holds that current literature on 

‘cosmopolitanism’ and the media tend to make dangerous assumptions resulting in what 

Thompson has called ‘fallacy of internalism’ (2009: 451). The solution for Ong (2009), as for 

Phillips & Smith (2008), is a bottom-up empirical account of cosmopolitanism.  

This study aims to take a step towards such a direction, as it descriptive and empirical in 

its essence. The study seeks to understand the relation between ‘patterns of residence’ and a 

‘cosmopolitan outlook’ but explicitly seeks to move away from the speculative praxis 

surrounding the academic discourse of ‘cosmopolitanism’ by empirically test the 

epistemological assumption held by opinion leaders (e.g Giddens, 2003, Hebdige, 1990). 

Hence, the purpose of this study is to understand the tension field between ‘residential 

patterns’, or territorial belonging, the media and cosmopolitanism in Sweden (see Figure 1). 

To do so, this study will use customized questions linked to the RuralNet1 research 

programme at Karlstad university in the annual national Society Opinion Mass Media – 

survey (SOM 2008, Göteborg University). 

 

 

Residential Pattern Media Use/Access 

Cosmopolitan Outlook 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Tension field 

 

1.2 Background 
 
In this section the contours outlined in the introduction will land in a concrete social context 

and also reflect upon the complexity surrounding the tension field introduced above. This 

chapter thus, will point towards some general statistics and historical trends relevant for an 

understanding of the conceputal tension field outlined in the previous chapter. 

The starting point for this study is Castells’ notion that the informational/global 

economy and ‘network society’ is organized around ‘mega cities’ – or ‘global cities’ in 
                                                 
1 RuralNet is a research collaboration between the department of Media and Communication studies 
at Karlstad University and Malmö University financed by The Swedish Research Council Formas. 
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Sassens’ terminology (2001). The urban, or more specifically, the ‘mega cities’ in Castells’ 

account is where entrepreneurship, tolerance, multiculturalism, capitalism and other values 

linked to the notion of ‘late modernity’ exists - if not exclusively - at its most flourishing state 

(Castells, 1996/2000: ch 6) The rural thus, is increasingly ascribed a ‘dysfunctional’ role in 

‘network society’ (ibid: 385). 

 

The ‘urbanization of global activities’ is, of course, highly interrelated to the urbanization in 

its traditional sense: as the growth in population in urban areas due to immigration of various 

kinds. According to SCB (Statistics Sweden), in Sweden, the major epochs or urbanization is 

ascribed to the 17th- 19th – and 20th centuries (Ylander, 1993: 74).  

0
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40
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60
70
80

1900 1920 1940 1960

% of Swedish
population living in
urban areas 1900-
1960 (Ylander,
1993)

 
Table 1: Swedish urbanization 1900-1960 (Ylander, 1993) 

 

More contemporary data indicate that urbanization movements continue, although perhaps not 

at the same rate as during the mid 20th century and the other two ‘major epochs of 

urbanization’ (Ylander, 1993). The table (Table 2) below draws upon data from SCB 

(Statistics Sweden) presented in Tabeller över Sveriges Befolkning (2008). ‘Metropolitan 

areas’ in this context is operationalized as the three biggest cities in Sweden with surrounding 

municipalities (hence the name ‘Greater-Stockholm’). The percentages presented in Table 2 

are estimated since they are calculated off of the total population of 2008, the specific increase 

of urbanization from 2006 however, is not. 
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% of total population in ‘Metropolitan areas’ 
(total population in Sweden 2008: 9, 182 927) 
 2007 specific % increase between 

2006-2007 
‘Greater-Stockholm’ 21 1,6 
‘Greater-Göteborg’ 10 0,9 
‘Greater-Malmö’ 7 1,6 
   
Estimated % of total 
population living in 
Metropolitan areas 2007 

38  

Table 2: % of Swedish population living in Metropolitan areas (SCB, 2008) 

 

As evident in Table 2, a significant number of people (38%) live in ‘metropolitan areas’ and 

urbanization processes seem to continue. Recalling Castells’ notion that cities are the 

infrastructural nodes for global activity, one can start imagining a geo-social stratification 

between the urban and the rural. For instance, is cosmopolitanism, as a state of mind, a global 

awareness and openness (see Hannerz, 1990; Cosmopolitanism 2.3) strictly limited to the 

‘metropolitan areas’ – or – who is the cosmopolitan?  

As evident through the data presented in PTS’ (The Swedish Post- and Telecom 

Agency) The Swedish Telecommunications Market first half-year 2008 (2008) the extension 

of telecommunications, as well as urbanization, is, not surprisingly, experiencing an increase. 

According to PTS’ report, the number of broadband subscribers increased by twenty percent 

between 30th of June 2007 and 30th of June 2008 (PTS, 2008).  

This study, as argued above, aims to understand the tension field between residential 

patterns, the media and cosmopolitanism. The role of the media in this context is ambivalent 

and brings complexity to the hypothetical gap considering cosmopolitanism and residential 

patterns and is, hence, the research problem at hand. As argued by Jansson (2008) the 

ambivalences surrounding the media and the rural/urban dimension is both infrastructural and 

representational. On the one hand, the extension of media enable civic participation beyond 

just the urban areas, on the other, studies have shown that these structures are extending 

urbanization processes since many rural areas are not yet incorporated into these networks 

(Jansson, 2008: 1; see also Rice & Haythornthwaite, 2006). The representational ambivalence 

is juxtaposed to the arguments posed by Castells (1996/2000) and emphasize how media 

culture is heavily tied to ‘metropolitan areas’, both in terms of production and content, but at 

the same time the media promote opportunities for rural people to ‘circulate new 

representations of the countryside’ (Jansson, 2008: 1). 
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1.3 Disposition 
 

As evident throughout this chapter, urbanization, globalization and the emergence of ‘network 

society’ open up for a plethora of academic inquiries. This study, however, will shed light on 

the particular role of global media in such processes and thus also highlight the complexities 

of the phenomena. So far, this study has been kept quite abstract in terms of development of 

specific research questions and pinning down a concrete research subject. This because it is 

argued that a solid introduction to the theoretical field is needed prior to such concretizations. 

Accordingly, this chapter will be followed by a theoretical chapter; 2. Theoretical 

Framework that will introduce and elaborate on the concepts used throughout the study. After 

which the study turns towards the empirical material.  

In chapter 3. Study Design the purpose and specific research questions will be presented 

in detail also; the operationalization of the concepts used, the empirical data (Riks-SOM 

2008) and the research credibility will be discussed.  In chapter 4. Results & Analysis the 

Riks-SOM 2008 survey will be analysed from the theoretical perspectives presented in 2. 

Theoretical Framework and research questions will be attended. 

Finally, chapter 5. Conclusion will return to the tension field introduced in 1.1 

Introduction and draw upon the findings in 4. Results & Analysis and thus, present the general 

conclusions reached in the study. 
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2. Theoretical Framework 
 

The purpose of a ‘theory chapter’ is to give account of the frame of reference- or ‘language’ 

used throughout the study in order for readers to know exactly what is meant by the many 

complex and multifaceted terms used in this particular context. Since this study aims to 

understand and clarify the tension field between a ‘cosmopolitan outlook’ (Beck, 2006; 

Hannerz, 1990) – or cosmopolitan attitudes, residential patterns and the media, the purpose of 

this chapter is also to understand the theoretical and conceptual understanding of such a 

tension field and thus, many different theoretical perspectives come into play and must hence 

be described in depth.  

Accordingly, this chapter will depart in a general perspective on the media and 

globalization and scrutinize how the terms are interlinked in history, and continue by 

describing how this symbiosis has reshaped social ontology and notions of the public sphere. 

The natural progression that will follow in the next part is how the globalization of the media 

arguably promotes a ‘mediated cosmopolitanism’ and a perspective of the socio-cultural 

significance of such a phenomenon. Successively, these perspectives will be narrowed down 

and linked to theories of the impact of globalization and global media upon rural communities 

and hence shape the more precise outlook used in this particular study. 

 

2. 1 Globalization and The Media 
 

Globalization disturbs the way we conceptualize ‘culture’. For culture has long had connotations tying it 

to the idea of a fixed locality. The idea of ‘a culture’ implicitly connects meaning construction with 

particularity and location. (Tomlinson, 1999: 27-28) 

 

Today, it has become almost mandatory to define ‘globalization’ in the opening chapters of 

almost any study trying to describe contemporary ontology within the human- and social 

sciences. Tomlinsons’ (1999) definition, while kept quite abstract and general, still succeeds 

in capturing the essence of globalization; namely the uprooting of culture - from local to 

global. Tomlinsons’ notion of the cultural impact of globalization is easily empirically 

located: consider the contemporary anthropologist trying to define a ‘field’ in the traditional 

ethnographical manner. The ‘field’, traditionally a specific geographical location with its own, 
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unique local culture (Hannerz, 2003: 360-361), has experienced a shift due to the reshaping- 

or compression of time and space enabled by developments of media and communications 

(Thompson, 1995/2001: 187). Such developments, e.g. the invention of the clock and 

calendars, as argued by Ong (in Rantanen, 2005) was the advent of the taming of time (2005: 

48) and the telegraph, being the first communication media successfully using electricity, 

allowed news to travel over great distances for the first time without a physical messenger 

also contributed to the compression of both time and space (ibid: 50; Thompson 1995/2001: 

190).  

While e.g. Innis (1950) has pointed towards how ‘almost-global’ media and 

communications have played crucial roles in order to work the immense and fundamental 

administrative apparatuses of empires such as the Roman, the ‘real’ globalization of the media 

did not take place until centuries later. According to Thompson (1995), while the 

globalization of communications can be traced back to Gutenbergs’ printing press in the late 

15th century, the true ‘globalization of communications’ occurred by three main developments 

during the 19th century: (1), the European transatlantic underwater cables that enabled 

intercontinental communication through the telegraph, (2) the emergence of international 

news agencies that possessed a global reach and (3) the constitution of international 

organizations with the mission to disseminate radio frequencies (Thompson, 1995/2001: 190-

198). The landscape of global communication of today, as argued by Hachten & Scotton 

(2007) is at another level of its’ potential with media possessing a global audience such as 

International Herald Tribune, Discovery Channel, CNN, MTV, HBO (2007: 77-89; 

Straubhaar, 2007): 

 
The world has been evolving an international news system that moves information and mass culture even 

faster and in greater volume to any place on Earth where an antenna can be put on a shortwave radio 

receiver, where dish antennas can receive television programs from a communications satellite, or, 

increasingly, where there is a personal computer with a modem hooked onto the Internet (ibid: xix) 

 

While witnessing such developments, McLuhan (1964), one of the earlier theorists shedding 

light on the global significance of ‘electro media’, coined his famous postulate ‘global 

village’ arguing that “’Time’ has ceased, and ‘space’ has vanished” (McLuhan & Fiore, 1967: 

63). A more contemporary and subtle McLuhanian approach is taken by Appadurai (2005): 

 
For in the past century, there has been a technological explosion, largely in the domain of transportation 

and information, that makes the interactions of a print-dominated world seem as hard-won and as easily 
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erased as the print revolution made earlier forms of cultural traffic appear.  For with the advent of the 

steamship, the automobile, the airplane, the camera, the computer, and the telephone, we have entered 

into an altogether new condition of neighbourliness, even with those most distant from ourselves. 

(Appadurai, 2005: 48) 

 

As ‘culture’ has experienced such a shift, so has ethnography as contemporary ethnographers 

find themselves forced to focus on places rather than place (Rantanen, 2003:  12). The 

anthropologist, here presented in the context of ‘evidence of globalization’ is now tied up in 

what has been labelled ‘multi-sited fieldwork’ (Hannerz, 2003) or in Tsings’ account, the 

study of global frictions (Tsing, 2005). In globalization thus, the study of one particular 

culture tied to one locality is rendered obsolete. 

The example of the struggles of contemporary anthropology constitutes as an adequate 

way to go about describing the phenomena we know as ‘globalization’.  Consequently, the 

epistemology of ethnography has experienced a transformation alongside the ontological 

transformation of culture labelled ‘globalization’. Considering such an example, globalization 

is a major ontological societal change promoting mobility, interconnectivity and the 

dissolution of boundaries (Jansson, 2004: 12) driven to a large degree by technological 

advances within media and communications (see e.g. Thompson, 1995; Rantanen, 2005).  

According to Rantanen (2005), the ‘media’ and ‘globalization’ “go together like a horse and 

carriage” (Rantanen, 2005: 1, 4), according to her “one of the salient features of globalization 

in the modern world is that it takes place increasingly through media and communications” 

(ibid: 8). In a similar account, Jansson (2004) holds that processes of communication lie at the 

heart of globalization, arguing that “processes of globalization always involves processes of 

communication” (Jansson, 2004: 18. my translation). Silverstone puts it: “the media have this 

unique role in global culture. They provide a technological and cultural framework for the 

connectivity, positive or negative, without which the globe would be merely a shadow.” 

(Silverstone, 2007: 10). 

 

2.1.1 The Relevance of Media 
 
So why is media relevant in this context? The answer will be given throughout the following 

chapters and will, hopefully without being too media-deterministic, argue that media and 

communications lie at the heart of the constitution of contemporary society. In this part 

however, some general perspectives on ‘the relevance of media’ from leading theorists within 
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the field will be drawn. Of course, the answer to the question of ‘why study the media?’ is 

deeply dependent upon context. Most theorists of the media might argue that the core answer 

to such a question would be the central role held by the liberal media as a supporting pillar in 

any modern democracy (see e.g. Curran, 2005). In the context of media and globalization 

however, the answer is more oriented towards the capacity of media to promote social change 

and our understanding of society at large. The question at hand concerns media and morality, 

media being relevant since, as put by Silverstone (quoted in Ong, 2009): “relations and our 

treatment of the Other is dependent upon electronic mediation” (2009:449).   

Thompson, in his Media and Modernity: A Social Theory of the Media (1995) argues 

that the media lack academic attention due to a general ‘suspicion’ against it, as they seem 

fluid and shallow, but also since academic work is strongly tied to a tradition of theorists such 

as Weber and Marx who did not (need to) give attention to the media (Thompson, 1995: 11-

12, 62). However, by studying the production of media, the products of media and the 

reception of media in history, we are able to grasp the cultural changes that are interconnected 

with the emergence of the modern society (Thompson, 1995: 63, 64). Murdock & Golding 

(2005) share a similar approach and argue that the study of the media industries constitutes as 

the ‘logical place’ for beginning to analyse contemporary society (Murdock & Golding, 2005: 

64). Murdock & Golding (2005) emphasize two key features of the media industries that, 

arguably, render them essential for our understanding contemporary social, political, 

economic and cultural life. First, there is the fact that media and communications uphold the 

‘essential infrastructure’ (also referred to as ‘infobahn’) of global activity (ibid: 60). Media 

and communications not only constitute as the platform for economic interactions, but also 

play a crucial role in “organizing images and discourses through which people make sense of 

the world” (ibid)  and arguably connects us with the ‘distant other’ through what Szersynski 

& Urry (2002) have termed ‘global imagery’, enabling cross-cultural quasi-interaction across 

the globe (see Thompson, 1995). Second, due to sheer economic power of the media 

industries: “employing substantial numbers of people and contributing to export flows” (ibid) 

it is argued that this notion explicitly points to the influence and power of the media industries 

in society and thus, would further promote its impact on society at large a media corporations 

tend to be the ones most prominent in terms of globality (ibid; Flew, 2007: 70-71). Flew 

(2007) and Jansson (2004), take similar approaches, emphasising the imperative role of the 

‘global communications infrastructure’ and the notion that the media are the “principal means 

through which we make sense of events in distant places” (Flew, 2007: 72) which arguably 

nurtures a ‘globalization of the global consciousness’ (Jansson, 2004: 18-19). 
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These two ‘reasons’ – the infrastructural and the representational - for studying the media are 

highly compatible upon the dichotomy between the rural and the urban emerged with the 

emergence of ‘network society’ and thus, lie at the core of RuralNet (Jansson, 2008). As 

argued by Jansson (2008), the emergence of ‘network society’ has promoted ambivalence 

within these two spectra: one the one hand connected the rural with the nodes for economic 

and cultural circulation, but on the other, studies have shown that these new digital 

infrastructures lead to the extension of urbanization processes (2008: 1). In the case of the 

representation, Jansson holds that, on the one hand, a majority of media content is tied to 

urban areas, both in terms of production context and actual content, on the other hand, web-

based media promote a civic participatory culture within rural areas (ibid). 

 

2.1.2 Hybridity and Multi-layered Cultural Identities 
 
At the heart of the globalization debate lays the dichotomy between the two binary poles of 

‘hybridization’ and ‘homogenization’ (Appadurai, 2005: 51). Within the theory of 

‘homogenization’, political economist Herbert Schiller has been a prominent opinion leader 

for decades. In his Mass Communications and American Empire (1976) Schiller emphasized 

the dominant presence of the U.S in international media culture. Flew (2007) holds that 

Schillers’ three main arguments of such dominance was (1) the concentration of ownership 

and geographical spread of U.S media (2) the transnationalization of American consumer 

ideology as a ‘soft power’ carried across national boarders within media texts and (3) the 

sheer economic power wielded by the American cultural industries (Flew, 2007: 32-33). 

These notions of the American hegemony led Schiller to coin the term ‘cultural imperialism’ 

(ibid). In similar accounts, Herman & McChesney (1997) argue that the American 

centralization and concentration of ownership within the sphere of global media corporations 

occurring during the mid-1990s was only the ‘tip of an iceberg’ of such developments 

(Herman & McChesney, 1997: 104). Also, in tracing Schiller, Herman & McChesney hold 

that the U.S still displays the dominant (commercial) media system that will continue to be 

adapted and standardized in other countries (ibid: 137).  

This stance, especially the one of Schiller (1976) has been subject to immense criticism 

since it assumes a ‘magic bullet effect’ upon a passive audience: 

 
Schiller’s totalising approach tends to assume that capitalism is culture, that the ‘effects’ of the spread of 

the system are evident in the immersion of individuals within it /…/ This concerns the difficult question 
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of how people experience the culture of capitalism. Perhaps it is not so powerfully manipulative – or its 

effects are experience differently by different individuals? (Tomlinson, 1991: 40) 

 

As well as Tomlinson, Iwabuchi (2004) holds that Schiller’s account is but a ‘discursive 

construction’ lacking validity since it fails to give account for actual experiences of real 

people (Iwabuchi, 2004: 40). Appiah supports such an argument, suggesting it is fallacious to 

assume global homogeneity, as “people in each place make their own uses even on the most 

famous global commodities” (Appiah, 2006: 113). Such notions is empirically tested in 

Liebes & Katz’ The Export of Meaning: Cross-Cultural Readings of Dallas (1993) in which 

they argue for a polysemic understanding of media texts since the reception of Dallas varied 

strongly in different cultural contexts (Liebes & Katz, 1993: 81, 131-132). 

In his Modernity and Self-Identity (1991/1997) Giddens emphasize that self-identity – 

what to do?, who to be? etc – gain a central role in ‘late modernity’ (Giddens, 1991/1997: 32, 

89). Barker (1999) and Straubhaar (2007), drawing upon Stuart Halls’ work around identity, 

takes a similar approach but emphasize that identity is not an entity possessed by the 

individual but rather that identities can be described in different fragments, or layers, which 

can be contradictory (Barker, 1999: 15). Straubhaars’ empirical research in South America 

indicated that “many people were indeed quite multilayered in both identity and media use” 

(Straubhaar, 2007: 230-231). In Straubhaars’ account, neatly packaged in Pietreses’ words: 

the leitmotif of globalization is hybridity: 

 
In hybridization, global forces bring change, but that change is adapted into existing ways of doing things 

via historical processes in which existing local forces mix with new global ones, producing neither global 

homogenization nor authentic local culture, but a complex new hybrid with multiple layers of culture, 

where older, traditional forms may persist alongside new ones. (Straubhaar, 2007: 5-6) 
 

Looking at global media consumption at a micro-level one will find further evidence of the 

theory of ‘hybridization’. Jenkins (1992) and van Zoonen (2004) both argue for the ‘active 

media fan’. In Jenkins case, fans – often of foreign cultural commodities – are textual 

poachers, the consumption media texts become creative processes in which meaning and 

alteration of the original work is common (Jenkins, 1992: 23-24). Iwabuchi (2004), studying 

the transnationalization of Japanese popular culture argues that media texts alone to not wield 

the power of mass effect and homogenization (Iwabuchi, 2004: 24-28, 33). Iwabuchi, follow 

the argument of e.g. Liebes & Katz (1993), Straubhaar (2007) and Barker (1999) comments 

the ‘cultural imperialism’ thesis fallacious and contradicted as it: 
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/…/ sees audiences as passive “cultural dupes” who, apparently without a critical cultural lens, 

automatically absorb any messages and ideologies from the dominant center. However, such a 

simplifying view of cultural exchange has been refuted by many ethnographic studies which show that 

audiences actively and creatively consume media texts and cultural products. (ibid: 39) 

 

The purpose of this chapter has not been to enmesh this study into the complex debate of 

‘multiple layered identities versus hybridization’ (for in depth elaboration, see Straubhaar, 

2007: ch 9; Pieterse, 2004). But rather to take a conceptual step away from the notion of 

homogenization and audience passiveness and a step towards notions of the very complex and 

active individual, emphasizing the audiences’ capacity of making crucial choices, 

constructing global identities and possessing a ‘willingness to engage with the Other’ (see 

Hannerz, 1990; 2.2 Cosmopolitanism) in an era of global interconnectedness. 

 

2.1.3 Global Communication and the Public Sphere  
 
Much of peoples’ moral engagement with ‘the Other’ take place on the public arena (with e.g. 

the world news) – as opposed to the private (e.g. personal relationships with friends from 

other cultures). As will be argued by the theorists presented in this section, the public sphere 

has experienced a (new) structural transformation and division into multiple global (mediated) 

public spheres. Such notions and conceptualizations are, of course, crucial for a deeper 

understanding of contemporary cosmopolitanism.  

The media and public life go hand in hand, Habermas’ The Structural Transformation of 

the Public Sphere (1989) is, according to Thompson (1995) one of the great exceptions from 

the general social and political works that acknowledges such a notion (1995/2001: 92). 

Habermas holds that the media, particularly the periodical press during the 17th and 18th 

century, held a key role in reshaping public life. The new public sphere emerging during the 

time and which Habermas appraised for its focus upon deliberation and cultural debating 

rather than cultural consuming is mainly ascribed to the male bourgeoisie – for which 

Habermas has received criticism (Habermas, 1989: 155-168; Thompson, 1995: 93). On the 

critical end, Habermas’ model of the public sphere – holding a critical stance towards the 

commercialization of media systems - is also criticized for its resemblance to ideas of taken-

for-granted media effects upon passive audiences held by his former colleagues and mentors 

Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer of the Frankfurt school (Thompson, 1995: 98). 
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In his Media and Modernity (1995/2001), Thompson holds that media have reshaped the 

boundaries between private and public and hence also social ontology (1995/2001: 158). With 

the Internet and Television, the place for public life, events and deliberation is no longer tied 

to a common space as in the Ancient Greek plaza. Rather, developments within media and 

communications have created a new public sphere that, however, holds some similar 

characteristics of the public sphere in the traditional Greek notion. (ibid: 158-159). Szersynski 

& Urry (2002), drawing upon Thompsons’ notion of ‘mediated quasi interaction’, stretches 

the notion further, arguing that:  

 
People can develop forms of quasi interaction through the media, a kind of ‘enforced proximity’. Indeed 

there is an increasingly visual and narrative ‘staging’ of the public sphere, as it is transformed into a 

‘public stage’, or even a ‘public screen’ (Szersynski & Urry, 2002: 465).  

 

Thompsons’ developed model of the public sphere is juxtaposed to the one of Andersons’ 

(1983), holding that the printing press made possible the nation-state since it created an 

‘imagined community’ among its members without the need of place. The contemporary 

‘mediated public sphere’ differ from earlier in one fundamental way though: the scalar shift 

from national/regional to global (Thompson, 1995/2001: 163). Castells (2008) suggests that 

the ‘new public sphere’ must be understood as a result of globalization processes such as the 

emergence of ‘global civil society’ and of global communication networks (Castells, 2008: 

79). This global public sphere, he argues, is centred around contemporary global media 

networks such as Facebook, Youtube, MySpace and the blogosphere: “it is through the media 

both mass media and horizontal networks of communication, that non state actors influence 

people’s mind and foster social change” (ibid: 91). Dahlgren (2005) holds that the emergence 

of the Internet and the digitialization of public life have had a pluralizing effect upon the 

public sphere (2005: 148). Appadurai, in the context of mediated experiences of diasporas 

(quoted in Jansson, 2004) follows the same argument, holding that: 

 
/…/ as mass mediation becomes increasingly dominated by electronic media (and thus delinked form the 

capacity to read and write), and as such media increasingly link producers and audiences across national 

boundaries, and as these audiences themselves start new conversations between those who move and 

those who stay, we find a growing number of diasporic public spheres. (Appadurai in Jansson, 2004: 65) 

 

This structural shift of the public sphere here described by Thompson (1995), Castells (2008), 

Dahlgren (2005) and Appadurai (in Jansson, 2004) is further elaborated in Silverstones’ 
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Media and Morality: On the Rise of Mediapolis (2007). In the sense of the digitalization, 

pluralization and mediatization of the public sphere Silverstone holds that the old Athenian 

model – promoted by Habermas (1989), is “in no respect a relevant model for current political 

life” (Silverstone, 2007: 29). Instead, as global media enable public interaction in similar 

ways, the ancient polis has taken an intensely technological, global shape. Public life, 

Silverstone continues, is increasingly finding its place in ‘mediapolis’ (ibid: 30-31). As 

argued by Thompson (1995/2001) and Silverstone (2007), the new public sphere(s), even 

though vastly different in a structural sense is still elitist and exclusive (further discussed in 

2.4.1 The Digital Divide). Silverstone holds that the ‘mediapolis’, like the polis “depends on 

visibility and appearance, performance and rhetoric” (Silverstone, 2007: 31). 

 

Taking into consideration the discourse around the ‘new structural transformation of the 

public sphere’ presented briefly above, Thompson (1995/2001) poses that there is no reason 

to assume that mediated communication to a lesser extent than face-to-face communication 

would lead to deliberation (1995/2001: 316). Hence, Habermas’ notion of the ethical collapse 

in the public sphere brought about by e.g. the commercialization of the media systems are 

implicitly questioned by Thompson who continues to argue that there can be no doubt that 

media and communications and the public life it promotes will play a crucial role in our 

‘collective fate’ (ibid: 335; see also Beck, 2006). Communication media have, according to 

Thompson promoted a growing awareness of the global interdependency in which the world 

relies (ibid: 326). 

The ideas of such a ‘ mediated global awareness’ – or ‘mediated cosmopolitanism’ will 

be further elaborated in the following chapter. 

 

2.2 Cosmopolitanism 
 
‘Cosmopolitanism’ is, especially as seen as a consequence of interrelated phenomenon such 

as ‘globalization’ and ‘modernity’, a very complex and multidimensional term. Prior to the 

operationalization of the term for this particular study, a theoretical elaboration and 

contextualization and hence delimitation of the concept is necessary in order to illuminate the 

‘conceptual disarray’ that, as argued by e.g. Philips & Smith (2008: 394) and Calhoun (2003) 

surrounds the term. 
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The ancient philosophy of cosmopolitanism derives from the Cynics of the fourth 

century B.C. The term ‘cosmopolitan’ is the result of the combination of the Greek words 

kosmos (‘world’ or ‘universe’) and polis (‘city’) and has come to connotate  ‘citizen of the 

world’ (Oxford English Dictionary, 2009): an individual free from local determinism carrying 

“ /…/a cultural disposition which is not limited to the concerns of the immediate locality, but 

which recognizes global belonging/…/” (Tomlinson, 1999: 185). Academic accounts of 

cosmopolitanism are diverse, ranging from Bauman (1998) and Hannerz’ (1990) notion of the 

cosmopolitan as an exclusive global elite to Toulmins’ (1997) macro-oriented thesis that 

cosmopolitanism is the natural outcome of society in constant change to notions of a 

‘mundane cosmopolitanism’ (e.g. Hebdige, 1990). Seemingly ‘cosmopolitanism’ is 

penetrating every level of social research. While Philips & Smith (2008) and Calhoun (2003) 

might view such diversity as ‘conceptual disarray’, Featherstone (2002) holds that that “we 

should endeavour to understand cosmopolitanism in the plural” (2002: 3). Consequently, 

‘cosmopolitanism’ cannot be thought of as e.g. only belonging within the discourse of neither 

micro nor the macro but rather as a multidimensional phenomenon describing different 

processes in different contexts.  

Putting such diversity aside and turning towards a multidimensional perspective of 

cosmopolitanism, approaching the discourse in the way of Tomlinson (1999) two main 

dimensions of the concept are outlined (for other accounts of the multidimensionality of the 

term see Calhoun, 2003; Ong, 2009). The first, here labelled Kantian – or macro 

cosmopolitanism (see e.g. Perpetual Peace, 1795) deals with politics on the supranational 

level and notions of a ‘world republic’. Contemporary theorists of this point of departure 

focus on e.g. the constitutionalization of international democratic law and ethical obligations 

and rights (see e.g. Habermas, 2006; Benhabib et al, 2006; Held, 1995). On the other end, 

there is the more micro-oriented cosmopolitanism in e.g. Hannerz’ (1990, 1996) sense, 

presented as certain peoples’ willingness- and possibility to engage with the ‘ distant other’ 

(Hannerz, 1996: 103), or put in Philips & Smiths’ terms (2008): cosmopolitanism “’on the 

ground’, as attitude and action” (2008: 394).  This study evolves around this latter dimension 

of cosmopolitanism - as global consciousness. As will be eminent throughout the next 

chapter, such an approach is not pure and spoiled with anything like consensus, rather, it is in 

itself a complex and contradictory dimension of cosmopolitanism. 
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2.2.1 Cosmopolitanism as Mediated Global Consciousness 
 
In Hannerz’ (1990) dimension, cosmopolitanism is a ‘state of mind’ that includes “a stance 

toward diversity itself, toward the coexistence of cultures in the individual experience /…/ A 

willingness to engage with the Other” (Hannerz, 1990: 239). The cosmopolitan in Hannerz’ 

sense is ‘footloose’ but not merely a tourist or ‘vagabond’ in Baumans’ (1998) sense. Rather, 

as opposed to ‘the locals’ and ordinary tourists, cosmopolitans tend to want to immerse 

themselves in other cultures (ibid: 241). While Hannerz for the most part draw the criteria for 

the cosmopolitan following his anthropological backbone and hence the emphasis of ‘being 

there’ he considers more media-oriented thoughts of McLuhan (see 2.1 Globalization and the 

Media) and hints towards the possibility of the ‘cosmopolitan at home’:  

 
What McLuhan once described as the implosive power of the media may now make just about everybody 

a little more cosmopolitan. And one may in the end now ask whether it is possible to become a 

cosmopolitan without going away at all. (ibid: 249) 

 

Worth noticing at this point however, is the critique which often falls over Hannerz’ notion of 

the cosmopolitan. E.g. Nava (2002) and Tomlinson (1999) criticize Hannerz account being 

too elitist and male-dominated as his cosmopolitan tends to be the homme du monde – ‘man 

of the world’ (Tomlinson, 1999: ch 6; Nava, 2002). According to Nava, such contributions are 

paradigmatic and thus mainly aimed at opening up debate and clarify issues, not to attend 

‘fine details’ or seeking to analyse the history of cosmopolitanism (Nava, 2002: 89). When 

reflecting upon the consequences of such an epistemology Nava argues that: 

 
This lack of attention to specific experiences and narratives of cosmopolitanism has meant that certain 

qualities and shifts have been overlooked, among them, the location of women; historical variations in the 

calibration of difference; and the structure of the allure of difference (ibid: 89) 

 

Hence, one of the key arguments presented in her Cosmopolitan Modernity: Everyday 

Imaginaries and the Register of Difference is the call for a cultural studies and feminist 

approach to cosmopolitanism, arguably that would ‘shift the parameters’ of the contemporary 

debate (ibid: 81). 

  

In his Cosmopolitan Vision (2006), Beck holds that “the human condition has itself become 

cosmopolitan” (2006: 2). In his account of ‘cosmopolitan realism’, Beck holds that one need 
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only to look at “human beings operating within a network of global interdependence risks” 

(ibid: 49). One such instance, according to Beck, was the protests against war in Iraq that is 

argued to be an event in global domestic politics in which “the whole humanity [participated] 

simultaneously through mass media” (ibid: 2). From such notions, Beck deduces that in the 

contemporary social order, signified by global risks (see also Beck, 1992; Giddens, 2003: ch 

2), the necessary standpoint is the ‘cosmopolitan outlook’ – as opposed to the previous 

paradigm of the ‘national outlook’ (Beck, 2006: 2). What Beck suggests is that the 

epistemology of human thought needs to respond to the rapid ontological change of social 

reality: “in a world of global crises and dangers produced by civilization, the old 

differentiations between internal and external, national and international, us and them, lose 

their validity and a new cosmopolitan realism becomes essential to survival” (Beck, 2006: 

14). Human thought, not only presented as ‘banal cosmopolitanism’ in the minds of ordinary 

people lived through everyday praxis, but also within the methodology of e.g. sociology 

(Beck, 2006: 41-42, ch 3; see also Beck & Sznaider, 2006), The ‘cosmopolitan outlook’ is 

hence the necessary tool to: 

 
/…/ break out of the self-centred narcissism of the national outlook and the dull incomprehension with 

which it infects thought and action, and thereby enlighten human beings concerning the real internal 

cosmopolitanization of their life worlds and institutions. (ibid: 2) 

 

In Becks’ (2006) account then, cosmopolitanism is not merely the outcome of modernization 

as argued by e.g. Toulmin (1997), but rather imposed as the fundamental standpoint for the 

survival of the human race in the face of global risks such as terrorism and the environmental 

crisis (see Beck, 1992). The media, according to Beck and to some extent also Hannerz, play 

an important role in the cosmopolitanization of individuals as a growing awareness of other 

cultures is ‘magnified’ by the media (Beck, 2006: 42). A similar account is held by Hebdige 

(1990) who is convinced that:  

 
/…/ we're living in a world where 'mundane' cosmopolitanism is part of ‘ordinary’ experience. All 

cultures, however remote temporally and geographically, are becoming accessible today as signs and/or 

commodities. If we don't choose to go and visit other cultures they come and visit us as images and 

information on tv.” (1990: 20) 

 

Szersynski & Urry (2002) follow a similar path arguing that media texts, referred to as ‘global 

imagery’ are cosmopolitanized per se. In their account, media channels are filled with 
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“images of ‘exemplary’ global individuals and people and through various iconic places, 

peoples and animals” (Szersynski & Urry, 2002: 467). However, what the impact of this 

‘global imagery’ on people’s tendencies towards cosmopolitanism remains quite uncertain 

throughout their study (ibid: 468). In her The Spectatorship of Suffering (2006) Chouliaraki 

holds that there are two narratives on how the process of mediation may shape media 

audiences, here as ‘the spectators’ of mediated suffering such as world news, in the context of 

adaptation of a ‘cosmopolitan outlook’, the ‘pessimistic’- and ‘optimistic narrative’ 

(Choulirarki, 2006: 23). Both, she argues, emphasize the fact that the media, in this case 

television, promotes a new connectivity between ‘spectators’ and ‘sufferers’ by promoting a 

sense of pseudo proximity (ibid). 

The pessimistic narrative, in Adornos’ legacy, holds two main arguments; the 

intervention of technology and the domesticity of reception (ibid: 24). The former stating that 

the media lacks the ‘compelling testimony’ of the body and hence fails to replicate a real 

relationship and cannot evoke moral reactions towards the ‘sufferers’ within audiences (ibid: 

24-25), in such arguments, the medium is indeed the message. The latter emphasize that 

television reception occurs ‘in the safety of the recipients living room’ and the ‘distant 

suffering’ on the television is miniaturized and made equal to other objects and occurrences in 

the immediate physical proximity of the audience (ibid: 25). 

On the other end the ‘optimistic narrative’ pushes the arguments of celebration of 

communitarianism and democratisation of responsibility that is juxtaposed to theories of 

Merton and Durkheim (ibid: 26-27). The former suggests that the fact that television is 

experienced simultaneously among its audience and would thus promote feeling of 

community and togetherness (ibid: 26). The latter position, the democratisation of 

responsibility fits well into media theorists such as Flew, Jansson and Murdock & Goldings’ 

argument that the media constitutes as the “principal means through which we make sense of 

events in distant places” (Flew, 2007: 72). Such a position holds that the ‘global imagery’ (see 

Szersynski & Urry, 2002) increases the spectators awareness of and concern for the ‘distant 

other’ (Chouliaraki, 2006: 26). The next part will venture further into the ideas of 

cosmopolitanism as mediated everyday experience.    

 

2.2.2 Cosmopolitanism as Media Ritual in Everyday Praxis 
 

Cosmopolitanism as ritualized everyday experience does indeed belong within Hannerz’ and 

Becks’ dimension of cosmopolitanism – as an openness toward diversity and multiculturalism 
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as described above. However, what is left unattended in such accounts is the particular role of 

the media in the process of cosmopolitanization. 

Chouliaraki (2006) has briefly touched upon this issue, presenting the theoretical 

elaboration of e.g. Merton and Durkheim as the ‘optimistic narrative’ of such processes. Her 

own conclusions, however, emphasize the media text as a crucial variable in the process of 

cosmopolitanization (here referred to as a process within which cosmopolitan identities are 

enforced). Dividing news into three different categories: ‘adventure news’, ‘emergency news’ 

and ‘ecstatic news’, Chouliaraki (2006) concludes that ‘emergency news’ – news depicting 

humanitarian emergencies in minimalistic and realistic ways and at the same time offering the 

spectator options for moral action across space (ibid: ch 6) - is the type of media text most 

plausible to promote cosmopolitanism (2006: 196-197) . The topic has also, implicitly, been 

touched upon by theorists of ‘the new public sphere’ (see 2.2), holding that public life 

increasingly finds itself staged on the mediated global public space  (Silverstone, 2007: 26-

31). In his Media Rituals: A Critical Approach (2003), Couldry uses the term ‘ritual’, defined 

as meaningful everyday patterns to explore media use and its social implications (Couldry, 

2003: 3,6). ‘Media rituals’, as argued by Couldry refers “to the whole range of situations 

where media themselves ‘stand in’, or appear to ‘stand in’, for something wider” (ibid: 4). 

Although critical to this notion, Couldry argues that ‘neo-Durkheimian’ accounts of media 

research such as Silverstone (1994) and Dayan & Katz (1992) are valuable for our 

understanding of media since they realize that media use goes beyond ‘distracted forms of 

image consumption’ (Couldry, 2003: 7). 

 In the previous section 2.2.1 Cosmopolitanism as Mediated Global Consciousness, 

Hebdige (1990) argued for a ‘mundane cosmopolitanism’ enforced by, in Couldrys’ sense, 

media rituals. At the core of such a statement lies the notion of the capacity of the media to 

create imagined communities (criticized by Couldry; 2003), a sense of societal togetherness 

among members who most likely will never meet (see Anderson, 1983). The printing press 

for instance, played a crucial role in establishing nationalism and enforcement of the nation-

state, mainly during the 18th century, since it democratized and disseminated language and 

hence enabled large-scale administration and the homogenization of the construction of 

identity over large geographical spaces (Anderson, 2005: 52, 57). In another context during 

the same century, the media, in the technological shape of the zograscope forged an imagined 

cosmopolitan community within the British upper class (Blake, 2003: 1-2). The zograscope, a 

viewing-device providing the user an illusion of exotic three-dimensional landscapes “enabled 

its users to think of themselves as individuals participating together in the larger sphere of 
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polite society” (ibid) as early as the 18th century. The process of such cosmopolitanization is 

ascribed to ritualized leisure activities in Couldrys’ sense (2003). 

The media output today, of course, differ from the 18th century. With global media 

channels such as the Internet and satellite television, the world is “beginning to share a 

common popular culture” (Hachten & Scotton, 2007: 88). Hence, as it was argued in the 

introduction: Andersons’ notion of an ‘imagined community’ (1983) has shifted from 

regional/national to global as the platform upon which the ‘imagined community’ relies has 

itself become global. 

  

To summarize the idea of ‘mediated cosmopolitanism’ one need take into realization a few 

theoretical considerations. For one, media consumption needs to be approached as ‘media 

rituals’ –meaningful everyday patterns (Couldry, 2003). Second, one need to consider that 

media is the prominent way in which we make sense of the world and that the ‘global 

imagery’ disseminated through increasingly globalized media channels enforces a proximity 

to the previous ‘distant other’, and that public life increasingly finds its place on the global 

media infrastructure (Flew, 2007; Silverstone, 2007; Szersynski & Urry, 2002). Hence, 

‘mediated cosmopolitanism’ can be pinned down as mediated, ritualized experiences 

enforcing global awareness or – a ‘cosmopolitan outlook’, promoting e.g. moral global action 

(Chouliaraki, 2006) and a willingness to engage with the Other (Hannerz, 1990). 

 

2.2.2.1 The Problems of Banality 
 
According to Beck (2006), cosmopolitanism has itself become a commodity (Beck, 2006: 41):  

 
Banal cosmopolitanism is intimately connected with all forms of consumption. It is exhibited not only by 

the vast, colourful array of meals, foodstuffs, restaurant and menus routinely found in almost any city 

anywhere in the world. (ibid) 

 

Beck does not hold a bias towards ‘banal cosmopolitanism’, relying on Szersynski & Urrys’ 

(2002) argument that banal, everyday cosmopolitan experiences, e.g. watching world news or 

listening to music from a distant place reminds people that they are living in an era of global 

interconnectedness (ibid: 43, Szersynski & Urry, 2002). However, the idea of it can be 

troubling, for example, Urry (2000) holds that a great deal of the ‘global imagery’ consist of 

advertisements (2000: 6). Jansson (2004) holds that the construction of myths is ever so 
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present within the advertisement sphere (Jansson, 2004: 59). McClintock (in Jansson, 2004) 

holds that advertisements often depict the ‘exotic stranger’ in a polarizing and racist way. The 

media representations of ‘the distant other’ is often reproducing colonial relations, enforcing 

former power structures. In his Orientalism (1978) Said holds that western media, throughout 

history, tends to depict the Orient as irrational and underdeveloped and hence subordinate the 

rational and progressive West (Said, 1978). This ‘commodity racism’, as McClintock labels it, 

is according to Jansson present in contemporary consumer culture (Jansson, 2004: 59). Such 

notions, of course, forces the question of ‘what representation of the Other are we actually 

engaging with in mediated, banal cosmopolitanism?’. 

Furthermore, drawing upon Tomlinson (1999), Jansson (2009a) holds that it is 

problematic to assume that people in general are increasingly becoming cosmopolitans due to 

the increased access to global communication media (2009a: 9). This argument goes hand in 

hand with the Websters’ (2006) argument to not assume qualitative change as causal effects 

of quantitative increase. These platforms, as argued by Jansson, are more often used to 

enforce already existing local bonds rather than establishing cosmopolitan networks across the 

globe (Jansson, 2009a: 9-10).  

 

2.2.3 Beyond Theory – Cosmopolitanism as Empirical Research 
 
Beck (2006) argues that the ‘first phase’ in the academic discourse of ‘globalization’ was 

denial of the phenomenon, followed by the second phase; conceptual refinement and 

empirical research and finally thus, epistemological shift – in Becks’ sense, the step toward a ‘ 

methodological cosmopolitanism’ within the social sciences (Beck, 2006: 17; Beck & 

Sznaider, 2006).  As mentioned before, this epistemological shift is perhaps most eminent 

within anthropology (see Hannerz, 2003, Tsing, 2005). Phillips & Smith (2008) exemplifies a 

similar process by looking at the discourse of modernity. According to them, terms such as 

‘information society’, ‘reflexive modernity’, ‘network society’, ‘risk society’ etc all fight for a 

place in the sun. The ‘first phase’ in their account is the theoretical elaboration by opinion 

leaders, which is followed by the more empirically minded research community (Philips & 

Smith, 2008: 393-394). 

Seemingly, ‘Hannerz dimension’ of cosmopolitanism – the cosmopolitan condition of 

ordinary people, rather that the ‘Kantian’ account – the cosmopolitanization of ethical rights, 

obligations and law that have received more attention from the ‘more empirically minded 

research community’ (ibid: 394). Phillips & Smith emphasize the ‘call for’ the study of 
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cosmopolitanism ‘on the ground’ drawing upon Beck & Sznaider (2006) who hold that the 

question of importance is: “What are the characteristics, and who or what is the subject, of the 

cosmopolitan moment at the beginning of the third millennium?” (2006: 11). Appiah (2006) is 

also emphasized for his notion that cosmopolitanism starts with the individual (Appiah, 2006: 

30). 

In order to try to answer the question posed by Beck & Sznaider (2006) – ‘who is the 

cosmopolitan?’ - Phillips & Smith (2008) systematically develop a model using quantitative 

data from the ANI (Australian National Identity) survey (2008: 395, 399). Cosmopolitanism 

in their sense is a two-dimensional combination of ‘cosmopolitan outlook’ (operationalized as 

respondents’ reaction to a hypothetical scenario of interaction with ‘the other’) and 

‘cosmopolitan practice’ (operationalized as extent of commonly held cosmopolitan practices 

such as use of global media, travelling, contact with friend abroad etc.) (ibid) . Their results 

indicated that respondents “where high on cosmopolitan outlook and low on cosmopolitan 

practice”, for instance, 58 percent answered that they would feel ‘no unease’ in the 

hypothetical interaction with ‘the other’ while a small minority, 12 percent of the respondents 

where occupied with cosmopolitan practices on an everyday basis (ibid: 397). However, as 

Philips and Smith argues “cosmopolitan practices have a modest yet consistent effects on 

shaping cosmopolitan outlook” (ibid), hence: “/…/ the subgroups that exhibited high and 

medium levels of cosmopolitan practice were more likely than the subgroup with no reported 

cosmopolitan practice to hold a strong cosmopolitan outlook” (ibid). Regular involvement in 

activities connected to global social networks such as use of global media such as the Internet 

and backpacking are, according to Phillips and Smith, connected with a strong cosmopolitan 

outlook as they “might well be the soil from which the cosmopolitan outlook as sprung /…/” 

(ibid: 399-400). Phillips and Smith conclude that the demographical group holding the 

strongest cosmopolitan attitudes are, not surprisingly, young, secular, well-educated people 

whereas older, more religious people tend to carry the least cosmopolitan attitudes (ibid: 399). 

 

Another similar empirical account is provided by Olofsson and Öhman in Cosmopolitans and 

Locals: An Empirical Investigation (2007). The authors set out to test Roudometofs’ (2005) 

one-dimensional operationalization of cosmopolitanism by applying the model on Swedish 

empirical data collected from the ISSP (International Social Survey Programme) in 1995 and 

2003 (Olofsson & Öhman, 2007: 878, 883). Roudometofs’ one-dimensional model 

investigates cosmopolitanism as attitudes related to different cultural and geographical levels, 

putting respondents on a scale from local to global (ibid: 878). However, worth noticing is 
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Roudometofs’ distanciation from the notion of cosmopolitanism as cultural capital possessed 

by elites in society, on the contrary, he holds that both ends of the one-dimensional scale 

global-local are embedded in glocalized reality:  

 
Social changes cannot be limited to parts of the population; locals are just as modern as cosmopolitans, 

since cultural protectionism might, for example, be a consequence of a kind of cultural imperialism that 

only exists in the globalized world. (ibid: 880) 

 

The strength of Roudometofs’ contribution is, as Olofsson & Öhman holds, that he ”makes an 

abstract concept measurable” (ibid: 881). However, as they argue throughout the article, the 

quantitative data from ISSP benefits more if analysed from a two dimensional perspective. 

Therefore, Roudometofs’ account is “too simplistic to catch the variation he sets out to 

capture and it is not possible to empirically detect the complexity of transnationalism in a one-

dimensional conceptualisation” (ibid: 882). Instead of just global/local – attitudes, Olofsson & 

Öhman suggests a combination with the dimension of protectionism – openness (ibid). 

The results presented in their Cosmopolitans and Locals: An Empirical Investigation of 

Transnationalism suggests that a two dimensional approach to cosmopolitanism is favourable 

over the one dimensional approach since “i.e. people’s attitudes in relation to local, national 

and global issues can be understood according to two underlying factors rather than one /…/” 

(ibid: 884). Furthermore, Olofsson & Öhman set out to see how transnationalism (in this 

sense interchangeable with ‘cosmopolitanism’ for indepth elaboration, see ibid: 879; 

Roudometof, 2005) related to different socio-economic characteristics such as gender, income 

and age (ibid: 886). In doing so, the authors develop four different groups according to their 

two dimensional model; ‘local protectionists’, holding ‘place-attached’ and protectionist 

values, ‘open globalists’ who hold open and global values, ‘global protectionists’ holding 

both protectionist and global attitudes and finally ‘open locals’, people holding local/national 

and open values (ibid: 886-887). The empirical findings indicated that ‘open locals’ and ‘local 

protectionists’ where the majorities in both 1995 and 2003, ‘open locals’ constituting 40% of 

N in 1995, and 33% in 2003 and ‘local protectionists’ constituting 35% of N in 1995 and 47% 

in 2003, (ibid: 887). The socio-economical characteristics of the large group of ‘local 

protectionists’ are, according to Olofsson & Öhman, are older people living in rural areas with 

a low income and low level of education (ibid). The socio-economical model of the other 

large, more cosmopolitan group ‘open-locals’ is a middle-aged woman living in the city with 

a high level of education (university) and a high income (ibid). The study also suggests that, 
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even though the data is rather stable of time, there has been a decrease of people in the groups 

labelled as more cosmopolitan over the years between 1995 and 2003, the group ‘open 

globalists’ decreased from 17% of N to 7% of N and ‘open locals’ experienced a decrease 

from 40% in 1995 to 33% in 2003 (ibid: 887-888). Thus, as concluded by Olofsson and 

Öhman, cosmopolitanism is not linear, and as global processes continue to increase over time, 

the ‘local protectionists’ might grow in numbers as a causality (ibid: 889). 

 

2.3 Media, ‘Symbolic Power’ and the Rural/Urban Dimension 

 
In 1.2 Background, it was argued by Castells that rural areas are rendered dysfunctional in 

‘information society’ since economic, social, political and cultural activities are increasingly 

urbanized (Castells, 1996/2000: 385). This notion is criticized by Murdoch (2006) who 

emphasizes the “different constellations of networks that can now be found in the 

countryside” (2006: 172).  

A middle-way between these notions is presented by Jansson (2008) who highlights two 

main issues – or ambivalences concerning the media and the rural (see also 1.2 Background). 

In this context: the representational ambivalence – on the one hand realizing the urbanization 

of media culture, on the other, looking at the possibilities of a new flow of alternative 

representations of the rural. And the infrastructural ambivalence – on the one hand realizing 

theories arguing for a ‘digital divide’ and the extension of urbanization, on the other, realizing 

rural opportunities provided by new media (Jansson, 2008: 1). What is at stake in this geo-

social dichotomy is the plausible asymmetry in what Michael Mann (in Thompson, 

1995/2001: 23) distinguishes as ‘symbolic power’ – that the ethos of cosmopolitanism 

becomes limited to metropolitan areas. According to Thompson (1995/2001), ‘symbolic 

power’ emerges with production, transmission and reception of meaningful symbolic forms 

and is a fundamental process in social life (ibid: 27). Symbolic power thus, is ascribed to 

those who have access to communication media (e.g. the Internet) but also have the 

knowledge and experience to make sense of symbolic content (see also Bourdieus’ ‘cultural 

capital’, 1979) (ibid). 

In this sense – the ambivalences concerning rural communities defined by Jansson 

(2008), ‘mediated cosmopolitanism’ (see 2.2.2 Cosmopolitanism as Media Ritual in Everyday 

Praxis) risk becoming part of this ‘symbolic stratification’ and the enforcement of the 

dichotomy between rural and urban communities. E.g. as empirically shown by Jansson 
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(2009b), a large majority of Swedes hold that the mediated representations of rural culture is 

too negative (Jansson, 2009b). Somewhat worrying findings by Olofsson & Öhmans’ (2007) 

point toward the fact that people being the least likely to be cosmopolitans are the non-

educated elderly in rural areas (2007: 887). This question will be empirically investigated in 

4. Results & Analysis. 

 

Following the trends pointed out in 1.2 Background, this chapter will venture further into 

some aspects within the notion of globalization, media and the tension field between the rural 

and the urban. The main focus will lie within the theory of the ‘digital divide’ – the 

informational gap, here mainly concerning the Internet, between ‘the connected’ and the ‘non-

connected’. 

 

2.3.1 The Dimensions of the ‘Digital Divide’ 
 
In his The Internet Galaxy: Reflections on the Internet, Business and Society (2001/2002) 

Castells hold that the term ‘the digital divide’ usually refer to gaps within Internet access 

(Castells, 2001/2002: 252). This divide, Castells argues, differs clearly between different 

social groups. Concerning the ‘micro-dimension’ of the digital divide, drawing upon data 

collected in the US in 1995, 1998, 1999 and 2000 Castells hold that one of the most evident 

dimension of the digital divide is, naturally, found between those with high income (70,1% of 

people with an income of at least 75 000 dollars a year had access to the Internet) and people 

with a low income (18.4% in the group with 15 000 – 24 999 dollars a year had access to the 

Internet) (ibid). This is also evident within the UK as Murdock & Golding (2005), analysing 

national statistics from 2003 in the UK, argues: “ownership of and access to communications 

is clearly differentiated by income within the UK population. This becomes more sharply true 

for recent innovations” (Murdock & Golding, 2005: 77). 

Another key term in the context of the digital divide, expect ‘access’ is ‘experience’ 

since the use of the Internet requires some basic knowledge of the media (Rice & 

Haythornthwaite, 2006: 94). Van Dijk (1999, in Rice & Haythornthwaite, 2006) identifies 

four obstacles that affect the use of new media: intimidation of the media (especially among 

the elderly), no access to the media, lack of user friendliness and lack of significant usage 

opportunities (ibid: 94-95).  The digital divide is also evident within different ethnic groups, 

while white- and Asian peoples’ access where about 50%, African-American and Hispanics’ 

access was around 25% (ibid: 253; see also Rice & Haythornthwaite, 2006). Furthermore, 
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Castells’ data indicate that cities are more likely to have access to the Internet than other 

geographical areas (ibid: 254). However, in a more ‘optimistic perspective’, Rice & 

Haythornthwaite (2006) emphasize studies by e.g. Katz & Rice (2002) that concludes that the 

racial- and gender dimension of the digital divide disappear after other variables are taken into 

account (Rice & Haythornthwaite, 2006: 95). 

In the ‘macro-dimension’ of the phenomenon, Castells emphasize the global 

asymmetries in the infrastructure of communication networks, e.g. while in 2000, 42% of the 

worlds’ Internet users where North Americans, only 0,6% where Africans (Castells, 

2001/2002: 263-264). Hachten & Scotton (2007) emphasize, that English has become the 

‘media language’ since: 

 
More than 80 percent of all information stored in 100 million computers around the world is in English, 

and 80 percent of all scientific papers are published first in English. English is the language of the 

information age. (Hachten & Scotton, 2007: 91) 

 

Obviously thus, another dimension of the ‘digital divide’ – that melts into Castells notion of 

the ‘knowledge divide’ (Castells, 2001/2002: 261), is to be found between English speakers 

and non-English speakers, but also between people with English as their mother-tongue and 

those with English as second language. 

 

2.3.1.1 Belonging and Rural Television Consumption 
 
In chapter 2.1.1 The Relevance of Media two main concerns within media and 

communications within the frame of RuralNet, and hence also this study was emphasized: the 

representational and the infrastructural. While the previous chapter was concerned with the 

latter issue, this part will explore the former, turning to a case study conducted by Antonio La 

Pastina (2004), looking at television consumption patterns within rural parts of Brazil. 

Jansson (2009a) argues that the idea of ‘media and belonging’ is divided into two main 

polars: on the one hand there is the notion that media render space and belonging fluid, on the 

other the media can be argued to provide the resources for ‘reproducing the stability and 

coherence of the home-place’ (Jansson, 2009a: 10). However, as argued by Jansson, this 

polarized approach is fallacious since: “/…/ mediatization does not conform to any one of 

these opposite views. Rather, it affects society in a plethora of ways along this hypothetical 

continuum, largely following the pre-existing stratifications of society.” (ibid). In one 
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particular instance of the fieldwork conducted by Jansson, cosmopolitan respondents admitted 

to what might be labelled as the ‘Hannerzian divide’ between ‘cosmopolitans’ and ‘locals’, 

holding that they seemed to loose contact with friends less mobile and less culturally 

informed (ibid). 

Straubhaar (2007) holds that: “All audiences have a strong sense of local identity, as 

they live their daily lives in a specific place and time” (2007: 233). Drawing upon empirical 

data collected in Brazil, Straubhaar continues to argue that most of the cultural capital used to 

interpret mediated messages derives from the local context (ibid): “For example, rural 

Brazilians observed and interviewed by La Pastina felt themselves to be on the periphery of 

Brazil, somewhat alienated from what they saw of urban Brazilian life on television” (ibid). 

This observation goes hand in hand with what Jansson (2008) states as a representational 

ambivalence in ‘network society’ (2008:1). Furthermore, drawing upon the SOM-survey in 

Sweden of 2008, Jansson finds that Swedish people find the media representation of the rural 

to be negative or indistinct that indirectly promotes a ‘mediated centre’ (see Couldry, 2003) 

around cities (Jansson, 2009b: 7-9). 

Confirming Janssons’ (2009a) notion that mediatization ‘largely follow pre-existing 

stratifications of society’, rural respondents interviewed by La Pastina (2004) felt they could 

not identify with the set of norms, attitudes and behaviours found in ‘urban mediated images’ 

flowing from the cities (Straubhaar, 2007: 235): 

 
The telenovela seemed to reinforce this perception of a gap between norms and behaviours in urban and 

rural settings as well as a gap in gender relations. Men viewed the representation of urban norms and 

values as something distant and, in many ways, unacceptable, Alternatively, women perceived their 

constraints in comparison to those presented in the telenovelas. (ibid: 236) 

 

2.4 Concluding Remarks 
 
Before turning to the empirical material, some concluding remarks on the theoretical 

framework might facilitate further reading since this chapter has turned out to be quite broad 

and multifaceted. 

What have been evident throughout this chapter – and highlighted as a main theme 

throughout the study is that globalization and developments within media and communication 

technologies have promoted social change – contemporary society can be described as 

‘network society’ (Castells, 1996/2000; Thompson, 1995; McLuhan, 1964). In ‘network 
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society’ the public sphere increasingly finds itself pluralized, digitalized and globalized (see 

e.g. Castells, 2008; Dahlgren; 2005). In some cases, leaning towards the concept of the active 

media audience with multiple cultural identities (Straubhaar, 2007), global media is argued to 

shrink the distances of moral concern (see e.g. Chouliaraki, 2006). Drawing upon several 

theorists of the media and cosmopolitanism, such moral interaction can be seen as ritualized 

mediated experiences enforcing global awareness or – a ‘cosmopolitan outlook’, promoting 

e.g. moral global action (Chouliaraki, 2006; Couldry, 2003) and a willingness to engage with 

the Other (Hannerz, 1990; Beck, 2006). 

In the midst of these notions lie the dichotomy between the rural and the urban and 

medias’ role in it. Two main ambivalences in this complex relationship are highlighted by 

Jansson (2008): the representational and the infrastructural. The former emphasizing ‘the 

urbanization of media culture’ and hence rural peoples’ incapability to feel included in media 

representations (La Pastina, 2004) – but at the time holding that media promote the 

circulations of new representations of the. The latter emphasizing medias’ capacity to include 

even the most remote geographical areas – but on the other hand shedding light on studies on 

the ‘digital divide’ (Castells, 2001/2002; Rice & Haythornthwaite, 2006) – proving that urban 

areas still are more connected than rural areas. 

The upcoming chapters aim to clarify one dimension of the ambivalent and complex 

processes described so far since it set out to empirically understand the tension field between 

the media, residential patterns and a ‘cosmopolitan outlook’. 
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3. Study Design 
 

In this chapter, the design of the study will be presented and reflected upon. First, the research 

topic outlined in chapter 1 will land in a specific purpose and research questions that will be 

followed by a presentation of the method used and the empirical data and a discussion of 

issues regarding operationalization. Finally, the research credibility in terms of validity and 

reliability will be reflected upon.  

 

3.1 Purpose 
 
The overarching purpose of this study is to understand one dimension of the ambivalent 

relationship between the rural and the urban in ‘network society’, namely the one of 

cosmopolitanism and to provide what Ong (2009) described as a ‘bottom-up empirical 

account of cosmopolitanism’. Theories presented in 2. Theoretical Framework indicated some 

crucial starting points for such a study.  

Cosmopolitanism can be argued to be enforced by everyday ritual activities – or 

‘cosmopolitan practices’ such as global media consumption. This notion of course is highly 

interlinked with ‘residential patterns’ and raises the question whether people in rural areas are 

less cosmopolitan due to a hypothetical lack of access to global media – both in terms of 

infrastructure (digital divide), representation (urbanization of media culture). To these 

notions, a tension field was modelled (see Figure 1). The purpose of this study, thus, is to 

understand this complex tension field with the specific research questions below. 

 

 
Cosmopolitan Outlook  

 
 
 
 
 Residential Pattern Media Use/Access  
 
 
 
Figure 1: Tension field. 
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3.1.1 Specific Research Questions 
 

1. What variables determine a ‘cosmopolitan outlook’ in Sweden? This first research 

question will mainly be attended section 4.1 Who is Cosmopolitan? and involves 

contesting a ‘cosmopolitan outlook’ with three background variables: age, gender and 

education. However, since the question finds itself overarching the following two 

research questions, it will appear as a main theme throughout 4.1 Result & Analysis. 

2. Does media use/access promote ‘cosmopolitan outlook’, and under what 

circumstances? The purpose of this second research question is to empirically attend 

the epistemological assumption that media use/access promote cosmopolitan attitudes, 

but also to further clarify research question 1 since ‘media’ will be used as yet another 

independent variable when explaining a ‘cosmopolitan outlook’. This research 

question will be addressed in 4.2 Mediated Cosmopolitanism? Relations Between 

Media Use/Access and Cosmopolitan Outlook. 

3. Is there a ‘cosmopolitan divide’ between different residential patterns (rural/urban) 

– and if so: how does it relate to different patterns of media use and access? The 

purpose of this last research question is to see whether cosmopolitanism – as a form of 

‘symbolic power’ – or ‘cultural capital’ acts as a factor promoting further stratification 

between the urban and the rural. Also, the role of media use and access will be 

examined in this context. This research question will be addressed in 4.3 

Cosmopolitanism and Residential Patterns. 

 

3.1.1.1 Operationalization 

 
As touched upon in earlier chapters, researching cosmopolitanism is not a unifying business. 

This study has argued for a differentiation between ‘Kantian’ and ‘Hannerzian’ forms of 

cosmopolitanism, however though, it has also been emphasized that none of these positions 

are privileged with any sort of consensus. The multidimensionality of the term renders it 

difficult to empirically pin down into concrete research. 

Rantanen (2005) suggests an understanding of cosmopolitanism in terms of five 

different ‘zones’ of everyday cosmopolitanism:  (1) media and communication, (2) learning 

another language, (3) living/working abroad or having a family member living aboard, (4) 

living with a person from another culture and (5) engaging with foreigners in your locality or 
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across a frontier (Rantanen, 2005: 124). As by now known, this study is oriented towards 

Hannerz’ notion of cosmopolitanism as ‘state of mind’, but seeks to emphasize the role of 

media and communications in enforcing such a ‘willingness to engage with the other’ 

(Hannerz, 1990). Hence, Rantanens’ ‘zones’ of cosmopolitanism is not satisfactory for an 

operationalization tied to this particular study since it does not fully grasp this ‘state of mind’ 

– learning another language or having relatives abroad does not necessarily promote such 

cosmopolitanism. 

An operationalization more oriented towards the quantitative method is provided by 

Phillips & Smith (2008) (for more information on their study see 2.2.3 Beyond Theory – 

Cosmopolitanism as Empirical Research). In their study, cosmopolitanism was measured as a 

two-dimensional phenomenon: the extent of which the respondents possessed and engaged in 

‘cosmopolitan practice’ and ‘cosmopolitan outlook’ (2008: 395, 397). In this sense, 

‘cosmopolitan practice’ was operationalized as the extent of e.g. travelling, use of global 

media, number of friends abroad etc and the ‘cosmopolitan outlook’ was operationalized as 

reactions to a hypothetical scenario of interaction with a foreigners with different ethnical 

backgrounds (ibid). 

In this study, the latter type of operationalization is seemingly more relevant. However, 

this study will not measure cosmopolitanism in terms of ‘practice’, but rather solely put focus 

on the ‘outlook’. The respondents are categorized on a 1- 3 scale index, where (1) is ‘locals’, 

(2) ‘neutrals’ and (3) ‘cosmopolitans’. ‘Cosmopolitan outlook’ is divided into two dimensions 

of ‘cosmopolitan attitude’ and is thus measured with two variables: first on respondents 

answers to whether they possess a willingness to consider moving to a country outside of 

Europe and secondly respondents extent of a rootedness in the local context of living. Such an 

operationaliztion succeeds in capturing the essence of Hannerz ‘state of mind – 

cosmopolitanism’ and does not exclude the possibility of a ‘mediated cosmopolitanism’ – or 

‘cosmopolitanism at home’. For instance, moving to a country outside of Europe requires a 

willingness to engage with the culturally distant other – or at least to possess a tolerance 

towards other cultures – a notion found at the heart of Hannerz’ cosmopolitanism (1990). 

Furthermore, Hannerz’ contrasts the ‘cosmopolitan’ with the ‘locals’, accordingly, in order to 

further identify the cosmopolitan, the importance of the tie to the locality is measured. 

However, the problems of such an operationaliztion is, as pointed out by Olofsson & 

Öhman (2007) the one-dimensionality that tends to oversimplify a very complex social 

phenomenon. Endless variables could end up supplementing such an operationaliztion if – at 

all – it is a measurable phenomenon. However, given the circumstances – using secondary 
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data - this operationalizaiton is argued to be fruitful enough to support the overarching 

purpose of the study. 

 

‘Media use/access’ in this sense, is operationalized as Internet access/usage. The choice of 

using the Internet exclusively is one the one hand a pragmatic choice due to this studys’ 

limitations to secondary data, but also a very relevant choice since the Internet is a truly 

global media where the ‘new global public spheres’ increasingly find their place (Castells, 

2008; Dahlgren, 2005) and theories surrounding the ‘digital divide’ usually evolve around this 

media. 

To measure age, education and gender, pre-constructed SOM-variables were used. For 

information on variable recoding and values see 7. Codebook. 

 

3.2 Method 

 
“Science is highly esteemed” argues Chalmers (1999: xix), he continues: “apparently it is a 

widely held belief that there is something special about science and its methods” (ibid). 

Empiricists claim that science is special because it is based upon facts. However, as argued by 

Kuhn – theories are structures – paradigms that in time and with scientific advancement is 

replaced by new paradigms, hence the notion of scientific relativism (Chalmers, 1999: 108). 

Perhaps the most striking case, held by Feyerabend, argues that science is no different form 

any other attempts of deriving knowledge and holds that, in terms of methodology - ‘anything 

goes’ (ibid: 150). 

Being an empirical study, the common notion is of course that knowledge can be 

derived from observations, but that knowledge is fallible. This chapter thus, aims to give 

account of the method used, its implications and advantages and try to make the process of the 

study transparent. 

    

3.2.1 Quantitative Method 

 
The ‘method’ is the systematical instrument used to answer the research questions posed and 

hence derive knowledge about, in this case, a social phenomenon (Østbye et al, 2003: 13). 

Within Media and Communications studies, drawing upon a wide array of different traditions 

and methods, a common postulate seem to be ‘let the choice of method be decided by your 
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choice of research topic’ (e.g. Silverman, D, 2004). Østbye et al holds that “if we let method 

control us, we have lost the capacity to think independently” (2003: 10, my translation). 

This study is no different, aiming to understand the tension field between residential 

patterns, the media and a ‘cosmopolitan outlook’, the natural choice of method is a 

quantitative survey since it enables large samples of empirical data to be analysed and 

generalized upon a total population (ibid: 156-157). 

 

3.2.1.1 Riks-SOM 2008 – The Data 
 
Riks-SOM (Society Opinion and Mass Media) is an annual Swedish nationwide survey 

constructed and distributed by the SOM-institute of Gothenburg University. The SOM-

institute is the result of a collaboration between the Department of Political Science, The 

Department of Journalism and Mass Communication and The Research Centre for the Public 

Sector. Since 1986, the Riks-SOM survey has been annually mailed to 6,000 randomly 

selected respondents between the age of 15 and 85 and asked questions on politics, society, 

media consumption, the environment, risks, leisure activities etc. The survey is divided into 

two parallel parts, each distributed to 3,000 respondents (www.som.gu.se). 

This study draws upon one of these separate parts; Riks-SOM II of 2008 since the 

variables used to indicate a ‘cosmopolitan outlook’ exclusively belonged within that part. The 

study is partially based upon questions belonging within the RuralNet research programme, 

but also upon general SOM-questions (e.g. questions of demographical character). The survey 

was sent out September 19th 2007 and the fieldwork was finished February 10th 2009. Below 

follows a table of answer frequencies for the two surveys. 

 

 Riks-SOM I Riks-SOM II TOTAL 
Gross selection 3,000 3,000 6,000 
    
    
Answer frequency 1,598 1,661 3,259 
Answer frequency % Ca 58% Ca 60% Ca 59% 
Table 3: Answer frequencies Riks-SOM 2008. 

 

3.2.2 Research Credibility 

 
In this section, the credibility of this study will be reflected upon. When evaluating the 

credibility of any – especially quantitative – study, the terms ‘validity’ and ‘reliability’ come 
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into play (Babbie et al, 2007: 15-18; Østbye et al; 40). A study is ‘valid’ if it ‘really measures 

the concept it is intended to measure’ (Babbie et al, 2007: 15). A study is reliable if the same 

results would be drawn from research studying the same phenomenon (ibid: 16). 

 

3.2.2.1 Reliability 
 

The reliability of a study has to do with the quality of the data collection, working the data 

and the analysis of the data (Østbye et al, 2003; 40). Also, since this study claims to 

understand a particular social phenomenon in Sweden, reliability is heavily tied to the number 

of units analysed (ibid: 42). However, since this study uses secondary data (Riks-SOM 2008), 

it could be argued that issues involving the collection and the working of the data, both 

handled by the SOM-institute do not constitute as problems concerning reliability, rather, it 

should be considered a sign of well-handled and reliable data. Also, since Riks-SOM was 

distributed to 6,000 respondents with an answer frequency of ca 59%, it is argued that a 

sufficient number of units were reached in order to draw general conclusions upon the 

population. Finally, the data analysis was conducted in SPSS (Statistical Package for the 

Social Sciences) and thus the risks of random errors are minimal. 

 

3.2.2.2 Validity  

 

Does this study measure what it set out to measure? Both yes and no. This study tries to 

measure the very multifaceted and complex phenomenon of cosmopolitanism. The challenge 

of studying such a terms is, of course, the operationalizaiton. In this study, respondents 

‘cosmopolitan outlook’ was divided into two categories of ‘cosmopolitan attitudes’: 

respondents’ willingness to move to a country outside of Europe and respondents tie to 

locality. As mentioned 3.1.1.1 Operationalization, endless variables could end out 

supplementing such an operationalization, however, it is argued that it captures the essence of 

‘what the study is trying to measure’, namely Hannerz’ account of cosmopolitanism within a 

Swedish population. Another issue concerning cosmopolitanism, is that this study is solely 

focused upon the ‘cosmopolitan outlook’ – both ‘cosmopolitan attitudes’ in this study 

measures respondents ‘outlook’ – and not e.g. ‘cosmopolitan practices’ as seen in Phillips & 

Smith (2008). Such one-dimensionality, it might be argued, fail to get the whole picture (see 

Olofsson & Öhman, 2007). Furthermore, ‘the media’ in this study, is limited to the Internet. 

While the Internet in the sense of cosmopolitanism and the dichotomy between the rural and 
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the urban might be argued to be the most relevant media at hand, there is still a some crucial 

accounts of global mass media left to be studied: e.g. different news media for a juxtaposition 

with Chouliaraki (2006). 

While not attending all accounts of neither the cosmopolitic nor the media – this study is 

still argued to analyse some specific tendencies within the tension field described above. 
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4. Results and Analysis 
 

In this chapter, the empirical data will be presented and analysed from the perspectives 

presented in 2. Theoretical Framework.  This chapter draws upon the Riks-SOM II 2008 

survey in an attempt to understand the tension field mapped out, and answer the specific 

research questions posed, in the previous chapter. Also, some specific methodological 

endeavours (for a more overarching methodological outlook, see previous chapter) will be 

will needing motivation and explanation throughout the chapter. 

 

4.1 Who’s Cosmopolitan? 

 
In this section, parts of research question 1 will be attended: what variables determine a 

‘cosmopolitan outlook’ in Sweden?. To do this, the variable 132i (question 82 in Riks-SOM 

II, 2008),: “would you consider moving to a country: outside Europe?” – and variable 131k 

(question 81 in Riks-SOM II, 2008): “how important is your local tie to the place in which 

you live” function as the operationalization of ‘cosmopolitan outlook’ (SOM 2008, my 

translation of questions 81, 82) and will be contested as dependent variables against different 

constructed background variables such as age, gender and education. Finally, the results will 

be compared to similar studies such as Phillips & Smith (2008) and Olofsson & Öhman 

(2007) and linked to other theories present in previous chapters. 

Research question 1: what variables determine a ‘cosmopolitan outlook’ in Sweden? 

will be returned to in later sections as the variables ‘residential patterns’ and ‘media use and 

access’ will not be included into this section. 

 

4.1.1 Cosmopolitan Frequencies 

 
Below follows Table 4 and Table 5- frequency tables dividing the respondents into three 

different categories: Table 4 display respondents willingness to move to a country outside of 

Europe on a 1-3 scale. The values in variable 132i “would you consider moving to a country: 

outside Europe?” – originally being divided in a 1-5 scale was recoded in order for a division 

between adequate ‘cosmopolitan outlook’ categories: value 1 (“yes, absolutely”) and 5 (“I am 
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already living in a country outside Europe”) was recoded into value 3 (“Willing”), value 2 

(“maybe”) stayed at 2 (“neutrals”) and finally value 3 (“probably not”) and 4 (“absolutely 

not”) gained value 1 (“Non-willing”). Table 4 therefore display three different categories of a 

‘cosmopolitan attitude 1’ where the ‘willing’ are those who possess a cosmopolitan outlook, 

where the neutrals are those who are not sure and where the ‘non-willing’ are the locals. 

 

 Willing Neutrals Non-
wiling 

Total 

Frequency 135 318 1110 1553 
Frequency % 9 21 71 100 
Table 4: Frequency of Cosmopolitan attitude 1: ‘Willingness to move outside of Europe’ 
(Riks-SOM II, 2008).  
 

Table 5 display respondents tie to the locality. As with 132i, this variable (131k –“ how 

important is your local tie to the place in which you live”) was recoded into a 1-3 scale to 

properly fit the operationalization of ‘cosmopolitan attitude 2’. Value 1 (“totally 

determinant”) and value 2 (“very important”) was recoded into 3 (“rooted”), value 3 “rather 

important” was recoded into value 2 (“neutrals”) and finally value 4 (“not that important”) 

and 5 (“not important at all”) gained value 3 (“non-rooted”).  

On this scale, of course, the ‘non-rooted’ are the ones considered possessing a 

‘cosmopolitan outlook’ whereas the ‘rooted’ are the ones considered as ‘locals’. 

 

 Non-rooted Neutrals Rooted Total 
Frequency 483 355 456 1294 
Frequency % 37 27 35 100 
Table 5: Frequency of Cosmopolitan attitude 2: ‘Importance of tie to locality’ (Riks-SOM II, 
2008). 
 

Following the frequencies above it is clear that, in terms of cosmopolitan outlook the major 

differences are to be found within the ‘willingness variable’. Table 4 indicates that a small 

minority (9%) possesses a ‘cosmopolitan outlook’. While 21% remains in a neutral position, 

the large majority (71%) is locals. In terms of tie to locality (Table 5), the categories are about 

the same size. 

 

Table 6 examines the relation between the two ‘cosmopolitan attitudes’. As evident, an 

explicit relation between the variables exists: among the ‘willing’, 58% where ‘non-rooted’, 
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twice as many as the ‘rooted’ respondents within this category. Among the respondents ‘non-

willing’ – a similar relationship exists, however not as explicitly evident. 

  

Cosmopolitan 
attitude (1) 
‘Rootedness’ 

Cosmopolitan attitude (2) ‘Willingness’ 

 Non-willing Neutrals Willing Total 
Rooted 39 19 30 35 

436 
 

Neutrals 28 30 12 22 
339 

 
Non-rooted 33 51 58 38 

477 
 

Total 100 
932 

100 
239 

100 
81 

100 
1252 

Table 6: Relationship between cosmopolitan attitudes. (Riks-SOM II, 2008). 

 

4.1.1.1 Cosmopolitan Outlook and Age 
 
Table 7 below does indeed present the same results as Phillips & Smith (2008) and Olofsson 

& Öhman (2007). Indicating that a ‘cosmopolitan outlook’ is clearly more evident within 

younger people. Comparing e.g. the group of 15-29 years olds to the group of 65-85 year olds 

a striking ‘cosmopolitan division’ emerges – while 20% of people between 15-29 are 

cosmopolitans and 47% locals, only 4% of people between 65-85 are cosmopolitans while a 

large majority of 90% are locals. This trend is explained by Phillips & Smith (2008) as a 

causal relationship between regular involvement in ‘cosmopolitan practices’ such as 

travelling, overseas social networking and global media use that is predominately occurring 

within the younger groups (Phillips & Smith, 2008: 399). Important to consider before 

coming to such conclusions however, is the notion that the elderly (65-85) does not 

necessarily lack the willingness to move abroad not because a lack of ‘cosmopolitan attitudes’ 

and openness towards other culture but simply because of one might consider oneself ‘done’ 

with travelling and living abroad.  
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Cosmopolitan 
Attitude 1 

Age 

 15-29 30-49 50-64 65-85 Total 
Willing 20 9 4 4  
Neutral 33 26 17 6  
Non-willing 47 65 79 90  
 
Total 

 
100 
288 

 
100 
504 

 
100 
440 

 
100 
312 

 
100 

1544 
Table 7: Cosmopolitan attitude 1: ‘willingness to move’ within different ages (%) (Riks-SOM 
II, 2008). 
 

However, looking at Table 8, displaying the extent of a tie to the local, no apparent 

differences within different age groups seem to exist. 

 

Cosmopolitan 
Attitude 2 

Age 

 15-29 30-49 50-64 65-85 Total 
Non-rooted 54 43 35 47  
Neutrals 19 25 33 29  
Rooted 28 32 33 24  
 
Total 

 
100 
148 

 
100 
450 

 
100 
395 

 
100 
302 

 
100 

1294 
Table 8: Cosmopolitan attitude 2: ‘tie to locality’ within different ages (%) (Riks-SOM II, 
2008). 
 

4.1.1.2 Cosmopolitan Outlook and Gender 
 
As mentioned in 2.2 Cosmopolitanism, one main point of critique against Hannerz’ (1990) 

account of cosmopolitanism is the assumption or orientation towards cosmopolitanism as a 

male-only phenomenon. In Table 9 and Table 10, the notion of the cosmopolitan as the 

homme du monde (‘man of the world’) (Tomlinson, 1999: 187) is clearly challenged as there 

are no large differences in possessing a ‘cosmopolitan outlook’ between the different genders. 

Such findings of course, support Navas’ (2002) call for more feminist oriented approaches to 

cosmopolitanism. 
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Cosmopolitan Attitude 
1 

Gender 

 Woman Man Total 
Willing 8 10  
Neutral 18 23  
Non-willing 74 67  
 
Total 

 
100 
820 

 
100 
713 

 
100 

1533 
Table 9: Cosmopolitan attitude 1: ‘willingness to move’ within gender (%) (Riks-SOM II, 
2008). 
 

Cosmopolitan Attitude 
2 

Gender 

 Woman Man Total 
Non-rooted 35 40  
Neutral 27 28  
Rooted 37 33  
 
Total 

 
100 
665 

 
100 
628 

 
100 

1293 
Table 10: Cosmopolitan attitude 2: ‘tie to locality’ within gender (%)(Riks-SOM II, 2008). 

 

4.1.1.3 Cosmopolitan Outlook and Education 
 
In 2.3 Media, ‘Symbolic Power’ and the Rural/Urban Dimension it was argued that since a 

majority of the rural people interviewed by La Pastina (2004) held that they could not identify 

with mediated representations from the metropolitan areas. This ‘urbanization of media 

culture’ (see e.g. Jansson, 2008; Castells, 1996/2000) thus, seem to promote, to put it in 

Janssons’ words: “previous existing stratifications of society” (Jansson, 2009a: 10). 

Cosmopolitanism seen as a form of ‘symbolic power’ or ‘cultural capital’ (see 

Thompson, 1995) would thus hypothetically belong to people with higher education – with a 

greater ‘cultural capital’ than people with low education. In Table 11 and 12 cosmopolitan 

attitudes are contested against the background variable of education. The tables use a SOM-

constructed variable where respondents with ‘low education’ have an elementary school 

education at the most, to ‘medium-low’ belongs people with a degree from upper secondary 

school, to the group ‘medium high education’ belongs people who have attended post-upper 

secondary school studies but do not possess a degree from a university or similar, finally, 

people ‘high’ on education are those who do possess a degree from a university or a similar 

institution (SOM 2008). 
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Table 11 – considering respondents willingness to move outside of Europe barely follow 

the path of such a hypothesis – indicating that people ‘high’ on education to a larger extent 

fall under the category ‘cosmopolitan’. However, the difference on ‘cosmopolitan outlook’ 

between different levels of education are not that prominent – 7% of people displaying ‘low 

education’ where ‘willing’ compared to 9% of people with ‘high education’. However, the 

biggest difference is to be found within the ‘non-willing’ category. 82% of people ‘low’ on 

education fall under this category compared to only 64% of people ‘high’. 

However, Table 12 – considering respondents tie to locality, is more loyal to the 

hypothesis.  Among the respondents who answered that a tie to the locality was of no 

importance a clear divide is apparent between people ‘low’ (17% are ‘non-rooted’) on 

education and people ‘high’ on education (50% are ‘non-rooted’). 

 

Cosmopolitan 
Attitude 1 

Education 

 Low Medium-low Medium-high High Total 
Willing 7 9 8 9  
Neutral 11 20 24 27  
Non-willing 82 71 68 64  
 
Total 

 
100 
334 

 
100 
513 

 
100 
337 

 
100 
360 

 
100 

1544 
Table 11: Cosmopolitan attitude 1: ‘willingness to move’ within education (%) (Riks-SOM II, 
2008). 
 

Cosmopolitan 
Attitude 2 

Education 

 Low Medium-low Medium-high High Total 
Non-rooted 17 34 49 50  
Neutral 34 28 22 25  
Rooted 49 37 28 26  
 
Total 

 
100 
290 

 
100 
401 

 
100 
291 

 
100 
205 

 
100 

1288 
Table 12: Cosmopolitan attitude 2: ‘tie to locality’ within education (%) (Riks-SOM II, 2008). 

 
4.1.1.4 Concluding Remarks 
 
In this section, the background variables of age, gender and education was tested as 

independent variables to explain what ‘determines’ a cosmopolitan outlook in Sweden. What 

emerged from the Riks-SOM data indicated that the variable ‘gender’ fail to determine a 

cosmopolitan outlook since no apparent difference in cosmopolitan outlook – neither within 
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‘willingness to move to a country outside of Europe’ nor within ‘importance of a tie to 

locality’ - where to be found between men and women. In accordance with e.g. Nava (2002) 

and Tomlinson (1999), such findings challenge notion of the cosmopolitan as the homme du 

monde that is somewhat apparent in Hannerz’ account (1990) of the cosmopolitan (see Table 

8- & 9). 

The ‘age variable’ however, seemed to play a rather ambivalent role as a variable 

determining a cosmopolitan outlook. On the one hand, age played an important role when it 

came to possess a ‘willingness to move’: 20% of people between 15-29 where ‘willing’ and 

47% ‘non-willing’, only 4% of people between 65-85 where ‘willing’ while a large majority 

of 90% where ‘non-willing’ (Table 7). On the other hand, age did not at all matter when it 

came to ‘the importance of a tie to the local’ (Table 8). 

The ‘education variable’ is the most consistent variable when it comes to determining a 

cosmopolitan outlook: within ‘willingness to move’, education displayed a small but linear 

‘cosmopolitan division’ between people ‘low’ on education and people ‘high’ on education 

(Table 11-12). This division became more apparent with the ‘tie to locality’ variable: 

displaying e.g. that 50% of people ‘high’ on education where ‘non-rooted’ and only 17% 

‘rooted’. 

 

Such data of course – ambivalences aside, lead one to believe that the Swedish cosmopolitan 

is most likely young (15-29) and possess an education above upper secondary school – and 

the group most likely the least cosmopolitan would be the non-educated elderly (65-85). 

Table 13 and Table 14 display these two extremes – comparing the percentages between the 

‘cosmopolitans’ with the variables relevant to the promotion of such an identity (age and 

education). 

Table 13 indicate that within the cosmopolitan dimension of ‘willingness to move’ a 

clear division occur between the young and the elderly. However, within the elderly, 

education did not seem to be of importance – or even having a reverse effect, since only 2% 

of the elderly ‘high’ on education where cosmopolitans and 6% of the elderly ‘low’ education 

possessed the cosmopolitan attitude. 

 
Age 

Education 15-29 65-85 Diff 
High  24 2 +22 
Low  19 6 +13 
Table 13: Difference determined by age and education within respondents with cosmopolitan 
attitude 1 (‘willing to move outside of Europe’) (%) (Riks-SOM II, 2008). 
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Table 14 – displaying respondents possessing the cosmopolitan attitude of not being rooted in 

locality indicate a ‘cosmopolitan division’ more oriented towards education since the 

difference between highly educated young and elderly are merely 1%. The division is thus to 

be found between people ‘high’ on education and people ‘low’ on education.  

 

Age 
Education 15-29 65-85 Diff 
High  50 49 +1 
Low  33 13 +20 
Table 14: Difference determined by age and education within respondents with cosmopolitan 
attitude 2 (‘non-rooted in locality’) (%) (Riks-SOM II, 2008). 

 

4.2 Mediated Cosmopolitanism? – Relations between Media Use 
and Access and Cosmopolitan Outlook 

 

Many theoretical accounts of cosmopolitanism (e.g. Hebdige, 1990 and Giddens, 2003) push 

the argument that cosmopolitanism is promoted by the globalization of the media, (see e.g. 

Thompson, 1995) – both in terms of representation – following e.g. Hachten & Scottons’ 

(2007) notion that the world is sharing a common popular culture or Szersynski & Urrys’ 

(2002) idea of the ‘global imagery’ – and in infrastructure – the feeling of being connected to 

the world promoted by global media (Beck, 2006; Chouliaraki, 2006). 

Hannerz (1990) put it: ”What McLuhan once described as the implosive power of the 

media may now make just about everybody a little more cosmopolitan.” (1990: 249). Hebdige 

holds that: 

 
/…/ we're living in a world where 'mundane' cosmopolitanism is part of ‘ordinary’ experience. All 

cultures, however remote temporally and geographically, are becoming accessible today as signs and/or 

commodities. If we don't choose to go and visit other cultures they come and visit us as images and 

information on tv.” (1990: 20) 

 

This section will attend research question 2: Does media use and access promote a 

‘cosmopolitan outlook’, and under what circumstances? The purpose of this section is to 

follow up the previous section (research question 1) by taking the ‘media’ variables into 

consideration but also to empirically investigate the epistemological assumption of ‘mediated 

cosmopolitanism’ briefly described above (see also 2.Theoretical Framework). 
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As mentioned in 3.1.1.1 Operationalization the ‘media access’ and ‘use’ scrutinized in 

this study is exclusively tied to Internet. 

4.2.1 Cosmopolitan Outlook and Internet Access 
 

This section will contest the two dimensions of ‘cosmopolitan attitudes’ with respondents’ 

access to the Internet. Considering the theories described in 2. Theoretical Framework, an 

adequate hypothesis would be that respondents with access to the Internet to a larger extent 

carry cosmopolitan attitudes and hence, that access to Internet cause cosmopolitanism. 

As evident in Table 15 and Table 16 the empirical data does indeed follow the 

hypothesis since about twice as many respondents with Internet access – compared to 

respondents without Internet access – possess cosmopolitan attitudes. This trend is apparent 

within both dimensions of the cosmopolitan attitudes. Within the ‘willingness to move to a 

country outside of Europe’ Internet access seems to divide the percent of the ‘non-willing’ 

too: 68% of people with access are ‘non-willing’ compared to 90% of respondents lacking 

Internet access. 

 

Cosmopolitan Attitude 
1 

Internet Access 

 Yes No Diff 
Willing 9 4 +5 
Neutral 23 7 +16 
Non-willing 68 90 -22 
Table 15: Difference in cosmopolitan attitude 1 (‘willingness to move to a country outside of 
Europe’) with Internet access (%)(Riks-SOM II, 2008). 
 

Cosmopolitan Attitude 
2 

Internet Access 

 Yes No Diff 
Non-rooted 40 26 +14 
Neutral 28 26 +2 
Rooted 32 48 -16 
Table 16: Difference in cosmopolitan attitude 2 (‘importance of tie to locality’) with Internet 
access (%) (Riks-SOM II, 2008). 
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4.2.2 Cosmopolitan Outlook and Internet Use 
 

Following the previous section, this section examines the impact of respondents’ extent of 

media usage on cosmopolitan attitudes. Below follows an examination of the variable 

‘Internet usage’ after which the ‘news watching’ variable will be attended. 

 

As well as Internet access, Internet use clearly promotes ‘cosmopolitan attitudes’ and 

seemingly, one can indeed talk about a ‘mediated cosmopolitanism’. Table 17 and Table 18 

indicate that respondents that often use the Internet are clearly higher positioned on both 

dimensions of the cosmopolitan attitude – scales. Within the dimension of ‘willingness to 

move to a country outside of Europe’, the respondents ‘often’ using the Internet proved to be 

thrice as more likely to be cosmopolitan (10%), compared to people ‘seldom’ using the 

Internet and being ‘willing’ (3%). Within the second dimension of cosmopolitan attitude 

(‘tied to locality’), a similar difference in ‘willingness’ between respondents ‘seldom’- and 

‘often’ using the Internet: 21% of respondents  ‘seldom’ using the Internet where ‘non-rooted, 

compared to 44% of the respondents ‘often’ using the Internet. 

Evidently, being ‘connected’ to the world via a global media and being able to consume 

the ‘global imagery’ upon the World Wide Web seemingly promote a cosmopolitan outlook. 

 

Cosmopolitan Attitude 
1 

Internet Usage 

 Seldom Sometimes Often Total 
Willing 3 4 10  
Neutral 6 14 25  
Non-willing 
 
Total 

91 
 

100 
240 

82 
 

100 
129 

65 
 

100 
1123 

 
 

100 
1492 

Table 17: Cosmopolitan attitude 1 (‘willing to move to a country outside of Europe’) 
frequency with Internet Usage (%) (Riks-SOM II, 2008). 
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Cosmopolitan Attitude 
2 

Internet Usage 

 Seldom Sometimes Often Total 
Non-rooted 21 22 44  
Neutral 27 38 27  
Rooted 
 
Total 

52 
 

100 
225 

40 
 

100 
109 

30 
 

100 
907 

 
 

100 
1241 

Table 18: Cosmopolitan attitude 2 (‘importance of tie to locality’) frequency with Internet 
Usage (%) (Riks-SOM II, 2008). 
 

However, importance to notice is the crucial variable of ‘age’ – as proven in 4.1 Who’s 

Cosmopolitan?. As seen in Table 19 below: respondents under the category ‘often’ using the 

Internet are much larger within the ages between 15-29 (95%) and 30-49 (89%) than within 

the ages of 50-64 (70%) and 65-85 (34%). 

 

Internet Usage Age 
 15-29 30-49 50-64 65-85 Total 
Seldom 1 3 18 55 19 

578 
 
Sometimes 

 
4 

 
8 

 
12 

 
10 

 
9 

279 
 
Often 
 
 
Total 

 
95 

 
 

100 
544 

 
89 

 
 

100 
988 

 
70 

 
 

100 
882 

 
34 

 
 

100 
698 

 
73 

2255 
 

100 
3112 

Table 19: Differences in Internet Use within different ages (%) (Riks-SOM I & II, 2008). 

 
Table 20, displays the impact of both ‘Internet use’ and ‘age’ on a cosmopolitan outlook. As 

evident in the table, respondents ‘high’ on Internet usage are more likely to possess 

cosmopolitan attitudes. Also, the cosmopolitan attitude 2 (‘non-rooted’) is in a linear 

relationship with the variable ‘age’: the younger, the less rooted in locality. However, since 

only three units among respondents within 15-29 years old displayed a ‘low’ (‘seldom’ in 

table) Internet usage, the indication of this particular group, in this table (Table 20) is argued 

‘not reliable’ considering reliable findings presented in 4.1.1.1 Cosmopolitanism and Age and 

Table 19. 
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Cosmopolitan 
Attitude 

Internet Usage 

 Seldom Often 
 15-29 30-49 50-64 65-85 15-29 30-49 50-64 65-85 
Willing (1) 33 3 3 3 20 10 4 4 
Non-rooted (2)  0 25 28 18 53 46 38 36 
Table 20: Cosmopolitan attitudes within age and patterns of Internet usage  (%) (Riks-SOM 
II, 2008). 
 
 

4.3 Cosmopolitanism and Residential Patterns 

 

Turning towards La Pastinas’ (2004) findings in Brazil, and notions of communication as 

‘symbolic power’ (Mann, in Thompson, 1995) one is easily led to believe that rural 

communities are unable to develop cosmopolitan identities. In the previous section, it was 

argued that the media (‘Internet usage’) does indeed play a part in enforcing cosmopolitan 

attitudes, and hypothetically, due to notions of the ‘urbanization of media culture’ (e.g. 

Castells, 1996/2000; Jansson, 2008), one would argue that this would promote geo-social 

stratification and increase the dichotomy between rural and urban spheres.  

This section will look closer at the ambivalences between the rural and urban that are 

argued to appear in ‘network society’ (ibid) by attending research question 3: Is there a 

‘cosmopolitan divide’ between different residential patterns (rural/urban) – and if so: how 

does it relate to different patterns of media use and access?. 

Worth emphasizing at this point however, is that Sweden, in terms the ‘digital divide’ 

measured in Internet access between the rural and the urban is not a prominent issue as shown 

in Table 21 below. 

 

Internet 
Access 

Residential Pattern 

 Countryside Smaller town City Metropolitan 
Area 

Total 

Yes 80 83 86 88 85 
2629 

 
No 
 

21 17 14 12 15 
476 

 
Total 100 

464 
100 
763 

100 
1393 

100 
485 

100 
3105 

Table 21: Internet access within different residential patterns (%) (Riks-SOM 2008 I & II). 
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However, while no ‘digital divide’ in terms of Internet access is evident, as seen in Table 22: 

‘high’ Internet consumption is clearly tied to urban areas. Whereas 81% of the metropolitans 

where ‘high’ on Internet use, only 65% on the countryside displayed such patterns. Keeping 

in mind that in terms of ‘access’, no huge gap where to be found, one could indeed say that 

such ‘media culture’ is slightly more connected to the cities than the rural areas. 

 

Internet Usage Residential Pattern 
 Countryside Smaller town City Metropolitan 

area 
Total 

Seldom 23 23 17 12  
Sometimes 12 11 8 7  
Often 
 
Total 

65 
 

100 
457 

66 
 

100 
756 

76 
 

100 
1386 

81 
 

100 
486 

 
 

100 
3085 

Table 22: Internet use within different residential patterns (%) (Riks-SOM I &II, 2008). 

 

4.3.1 Cosmopolitan Attitudes determined by Residential Patterns? 
 

As evident in Table 23 the differences in the cosmopolitan attitude of a ‘willingness to move 

to a country outside of Europe’ are barely noticeable between different residential patterns: 

the biggest different being found between the ‘non-willing’ in the countryside (73%) and 

metropolitan areas (60%). 

Table 24, however, is somewhat more loyal to the hypothesis, indicating bigger 

differences in cosmopolitan attitudes between the countryside and the metropolitan areas. 

Measuring the ‘importance of a tie to locality’ Table 23 displays that only 28% of the rural 

people where ‘non-rooted’ while 41% of the people in metropolitan areas where ‘non-rooted’. 

Locality thus, seems to matter more for rural people. 

 

Cosmopolitan 
Attitude 1 

Residential Pattern 

 Countryside Smaller Town City Metropolitan 
Area 

Willing 9 9 8 10 
Neutral 18 17 20 29 
Non-willing 73 74 72 60 
Table 23: Cosmopolitan attitude 1 ‘willingness to move to a country outside of Europe’ within 
different residential patterns (%)(Riks-SOM II 2008). 
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Cosmopolitan 
Attitude 2 

Residential Pattern 

 Countryside Smaller Town City Metropolitan 
Area 

Non-rooted 28 36 40 41 
Neutral 30 28 27 26 
Rooted 42 36 33 33 
Table 24: Cosmopolitan attitude 2 ‘importance of respondents tie to the locality’ with 
different residential patterns (%) (Riks-SOM II 2008). 
 

As apparent in Table 23 and 24: Due to the non-existence of a ‘digital divide’ in terms of 

Internet access between rural and urban areas in Sweden, rural people are, to the same extent 

as urban people audiences connected to the ‘global imagery’ (Szersynski & Urry, 2002) – or 

‘global public spheres’ (Castells, 2008; Dahlgren, 2005). Hence, in Sweden, residential 

patterns do not have a noteworthy impact upon cosmopolitan attitudes.  

 

However, an interesting division between cosmopolitan men and cosmopolitan women is to 

be found within different residential patterns. Table 25 below indicate that within the first 

dimension of cosmopolitan attitude the division between women and men are the complete 

reverse: women on the countryside are actually more cosmopolitan than women in the cities – 

men on the other hand follow theories on urbanization and the dichotomy between the rural 

and the urban and are more cosmopolitan in cities than on the countryside. Within the second 

dimension of cosmopolitan attitudes however, no such trends are visible. 

 

Residential 
Pattern 

Cosmopolitan Attitude 

 Willing (1) Non-rooted (2) 
 Women Men Women Men 
Countryside 12 7 29 27 
Metropolitan 
area  

8 15 35 48 

 Table 25: Cosmopolitan men and women within the countryside/metropolitan areas (%) 
(Riks-SOM II, 2008). 
 

This difference in ‘cosmopolitan patterns’ between men and women seem to have a visible 

relation to the variable ‘Internet use’. As seen in Table 26: looking at the Internet usage on the 

countryside for instance, a clear distinction between respondents ‘low’ on usage is evident 

between men (26%) and women (19%). Accordingly, in the metropolitan areas thus, where 

the men proved do be the most cosmopolitan, it is evident that their ‘Internet usage’ is higher 
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than the women’s: 86% of the ‘metropolitan men’ are display a ‘high’ value on internet usage, 

compared to 77% of metropolitan women. 

 

Residential 
Pattern 

Internet Usage 

 Seldom Often 
 Women Men Women Men 
Countryside 19 26 68 61 
Metropolitan 
area  

15 9 77 86 

Table 26: Internet usage within age and residential patterns (%) (Riks-SOM 1 & II, 2008) 

 

4.4 Cosmopolitan Divide? Mapping the Tension field 
 
 
This section will summarize the findings presented throughout the chapter and return to the 

tension field mapped out in the introduction. Figure 2 below displays the trends that can be 

drawn from the empirical research.  

To begin with, the overarching ‘cosmopolitan identity’ is characterized by age and 

education. According to the hypothesis and other similar empirical accounts (Phillips & 

Smith, 2008; Olofsson & Öhman, 2007) respondents in the group 15-29 (of which 20% 

displayed a ‘willingness to move to a country outside of Europe’ and 54% where ‘non-rooted 

in locality’) where the most cosmopolitan in terms of age. Worth noticing is that ‘age’ had a 

noticeable impact on ‘cosmopolitan attitude 1’ (‘willingness’) but not on ‘cosmopolitan 

attitude 2’ (‘importance of tie to locality’).  

The other significant variable for a cosmopolitan outlook was education. Respondents 

with post-upper secondary studies displayed a clear distinction in cosmopolitan outlook from 

to people with elementary school education. Such observation was linked towards notions of 

cosmopolitanism as ‘symbolic power’/ ‘cultural capital’ and a ‘cosmopolitan divide’ between 

the educated and the non-educated (Thompson, 1995; Bourdieu, 1979). However, as with the 

variable ‘age’, education only had a noticeable impact upon one of the two dimensions of 

‘cosmopolitan attitude’: as opposed to ‘age’, education mostly affected respondents ‘tie to the 

locality’. The gender variable did not indicate an impact of either ‘willingness’ or ‘tie to 

locality’. 

Furthermore, examining the relationship between the two ‘cosmopolitan attitude’ 

variables: respondents displaying a ‘non-rootedness in the local context of living’ where more 
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likely to be ‘willing to move to a country outside of Europe’: among the ‘willing’, 58% of the 

respondents where also ‘non-rooted’. 

After researching the three background variables of age, gender and education. The 

study turned towards research question 2: ‘Does media use/access promote a ‘cosmopolitan 

outlook’, and under what circumstances?. The analysis did indeed follow the hypothesis and 

the theoretical accounts of e.g. Beck (2006), Hannerz (1990), Hebdige (1990) and Giddens 

(2003) who all have inclined towards an epistemological notion that the globalization of the 

media have altered the proximity of the previous distant other and thus promoted a 

‘mundane’, mediated – ‘cosmopolitan at home’.  

Following such theory, the data indicated that ‘high’ Internet usage correlated with both 

dimensions of cosmopolitan attitudes. However, not surprisingly, age played a crucial role 

when it came to amount of Internet use: 95% of respondents within the group 15-29 displayed 

a ‘high’ value of Internet use while only 55% of respondents within 65-85 did. However, 

within the groups 50-64 and 65-85, Internet use still indicated an impact on cosmopolitan 

attitudes.  Also, the data indicated that no ‘digital divide’ (see e.g. Castells, 1996/2000; Rice 

& Haythornthwaite, 2006) appeared between the metropolitan and rural areas 88% of the 

metropolitans had access to the Internet compared to 80% the people in the countryside. 

In section 4.3 Cosmopolitanism and Residential Patterns research question 3: ‘Is there a 

‘cosmopolitan divide’ between different residential patterns (rural/urban) – and if so: how 

does it relate to different patterns of media use/access?’. A mentioned above, data indicated 

that there was no ‘digital divide’ in terms of Internet access between the rural and the urban. 

Also, in terms of ‘cosmopolitan attitude 1’ (‘willingness to move to a country outside of 

Europe’) no significant difference was to be found between respondents in the countryside 

and the metropolitan areas. However, within cosmopolitan attitude 2 (‘importance of tie to 

locality’) only 28% of respondents on the countryside indicated a ‘non-rootedness’ while 41% 

of the metropolitans did so. 

Furthermore, within the first dimension of cosmopolitan attitude (‘willingness’) men 

and women displayed complete different answers: 12% women on the countryside displayed a 

cosmopolitan attitude in the shape of ‘willingness to move to a country outside of Europe’, 

while only 8% in the metropolitan areas did so. Among metropolitan men, on the other hand, 

15% possessed this cosmopolitan attitude, compared to only 7% of the men on the 

countryside. 
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Residential Pattern Internet Use/Access 

Cosmopolitan Outlook 

Overarching 
demographical trends of 

the cosmopolitan: 
Young (15-29) 

Well-educated (post-
upper secondary 

school) 
Gender insignificant. 
‘Non-rooted’ people 

more willing to move to 
a country outside of 

Europe.

Rurals generally more 
tied to locality. Gender 

difference in 
‘cosmopolitan attitude 
1’: Metropolitan men 

more likely to be willing 
to move to a country 

outside of Europe than 
rural men. Reverse 
trend for women. 

Apparent impact on 
‘cosmopolitan outlook’. 
However more evident 
within ‘cosmopolitan 
attitude 2’. ‘Higher’ 

Internet consumption 
more likely to be 

cosmopolitan. 

No ’digital divide’ in 
terms of Internet access 

’High’ Internet 
consumption more 

common in urban areas. 

 
Figure 2: New Tension field. 
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5. Conclusion 
 

This final chapter will summarize and reflect upon the study in its entirety. The following 

section will consider the empirical finding and take into account the theoretical framework in 

order to attend the research questions. Sections 5.2 Cosmopolitan Complexity and Social 

Research and 5.3 Concluding Remarks step out of the particular framework for this study, and 

reflect upon research field at large. 

 

5.1 Summary 
 

In ‘network society’, many theoretical claims have been stated upon the relation between the 

rural and the urban. For the RuralNet research programme, a major guideline for studies upon 

this relation resides within two main ambivalences: the infrastructural and the 

representational (Jansson, 2008).  

This study, conducted within the framework of RuralNet, set out to understand 

cosmopolitanism in this sense. Drawing upon theories upon the subject matter – for the 

infrastructural ambivalence: e.g. Castells’ (1996/2000) argument that rural areas increasingly 

‘dysfunctional’ in an era of globalization, and notions of a ‘digital divide’ between rural and 

urban areas – and for the representational ambivalence: drawing upon e.g. La Pastinas’ 

(2004) study indicating that rural people lack the ‘cultural capital’ to relate to mediated texts 

increasingly originating from urban areas. At the centre of such ambivalences lies the notion 

of cosmopolitanism.  

Drawing upon leading theorists within the field, the contours for a ‘mediated 

cosmopolitanism’ was outlined. To do so, some theoretical standpoints were to be made. For 

one, the audience needs to be understood as possessing the capacity and will to make crucial 

choices and carry multiple cultural identities in an era of global interconnectedness (e.g. 

Straubhaar, 2007; Iwabuchi, 2004). Hence, media consumption needs to be approached as 

‘media rituals’ –meaningful everyday patterns (Couldry, 2003). Second, one need to consider 

that media is the prominent way in which we make sense of the world and that the ‘global 

imagery’ disseminated through increasingly globalized media channels enforces a proximity 

to the previous ‘distant other’, and that public life increasingly finds its place on the global 
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media infrastructure (Flew, 2007; Silverstone, 2007; Szersynski & Urry, 2002). Hence, 

‘mediated cosmopolitanism’ can be pinned down as mediated, ritualized experiences 

enforcing global awareness or – a ‘cosmopolitan outlook’, promoting e.g. moral global action 

(Chouliaraki, 2006) and a willingness to engage with the Other (Hannerz, 1990; see also 

Rantanen, 2005). 

 

Taking into account the theoretical framework, a conceptual tension field was outlined in 

order to facilitate the purpose of the study: to empirically examine the tension field between 

residential patterns, the media and cosmopolitanism. 

In order to empirically grasp this tension field, three research questions was posed: 

 

1. What variables determine a ‘cosmopolitan outlook’ in Sweden? 

2. Does media use/access promote ‘cosmopolitan outlook’, and under what 

circumstances? 

3. Is there a ‘cosmopolitan divide’ between different residential patterns 

(rural/urban) – and if so: how does it relate to different patterns of media use 

and access? 

 

The empirical findings indicated that the variables of  ‘age’ and ‘education’ did indeed play 

important roles in establishing cosmopolitan attitudes, gender on the other hand, was not. 

Naturally, the two dimensions of ‘cosmopolitan attitude’ responded in different ways within 

different variables – e.g. ‘education’ proved a greater impact upon respondents ‘tie to locality’ 

that within a ‘willingness to move to a country outside of Europe’ while the impact of ‘age’ 

was the opposite. Also, ‘non-rooted’ respondents were more likely to be ‘willing to move to a 

country outside of Europe’. 

Furthermore, the ‘media’ – here operationalized exclusively as the Internet, played an 

evident role as ‘high’ Internet consumption within respondents correlated with cosmopolitan 

attitudes. As for a ‘cosmopolitan divide’ between different residential patterns: within one 

dimension of what was operationalized as a ‘cosmopolitan attitude’ – ‘importance of a local 

tie with the place of residence’ a clear division between ‘metropolitans’ and ‘rurals’ was 

found. People living on the countryside displayed that locality was important, to a greater 

extent than people living in Stockholm, Göteborg and Malmö. Also, the empirical data 

indicated that residential patterns for men and women seemingly played completely different 

roles: for men, the ‘metropolis’ was where respondents displayed the highest percentage of 
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the ‘cosmopolitan attitude’ of being willing to move to a country outside of Europe, for 

women, the countryside was most respondents displayed this ‘cosmopolitan attitude’. 

A ‘cosmopolitan divide’, thus, is mainly to be located between different generations and 

within regular Internet users and non- or irregular users, but also between the non-educated 

and the well educated. To some extent between the rural and the urban (see Figure 2). 

 

5.2 Cosmopolitan Complexity and Social Research 
 

As has been argued throughout this study, the revitalized and still-emerging field of 

cosmopolitanism is in need of empirical accounts. However, what has been evident to me 

(and others; e.g. Olofsson & Öhman, 2007) while conducting this study is the difficulty of 

measuring such a term. Operationalizations of this, ancient, revitalized, complex and vividly 

multidimensional term risk turning out all too trivial. Hence, within in the time frame of a 

study like this one: how valid can an operationalization of the term prove to be? Choosing to 

conduct quantitative studies of complex social phenomenon, one has to cope with such 

questions. To me however, it became evident that cosmopolitanism, especially within the 

framework of ‘media rituals’ (Couldry, 2003) and ‘banal cosmopolitanism’ (Beck, 2006), is 

almost impossible to operationalize in an all-satisfying manner – not the least working with 

secondary data. In such accounts of cosmopolitanism as an attitude promoted by global 

media, I would hold that, in order for the emerging field surrounding media and morality to 

gain what Ong (2009) refers to as a “sophisticated and grounded theorization and 

examination” (2009: 452), a qualitative, ethnographical approach would prove to be more 

fruitful, although not possessing the same capacity of generalization, such epistemology 

grasps the everyday- and multidimensional side of things, which in this sense is crucial. 

Indeed, this study is yet another one in the line of empirical studies on cosmopolitanism 

that have focused upon one dimension across what Ong (2009) described as the ‘cosmopolitan 

continuum’ (2009). In Ongs’ account, social research needs to precede such trends: 

 
A call to study cosmopolitanism across this continuum enables us to see the varied spatialities and 

temporalities of encounters between self and Other, with each one having its unique geography of power. 

(Ong, 2009: 464) 
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The findings in this study, to a large extent, followed hypotheses and the theoretical accounts 

presented in 2. Theoretical Framework: indicating different levels of a ‘cosmopolitan divide’ 

depending upon age, education, residential patterns and media use and access. 

The most interesting indication though, is how women and men displayed completely 

different ‘cosmopolitan patterns’. As mentioned above, in terms of one of the two 

‘cosmopolitan attitudes’, women where indeed ‘rural cosmopolitans’, while men displayed 

‘cosmopolitan patterns’ loyal to the hypothesis – the majority being located in the 

metropolitan areas. Indeed, Nava (2002) was correct when arguing that the field of 

cosmopolitanism is too tied up with either the Kantian- or the Hannerzian dimensions, 

holding that the consequences of the dominance of these two paradigms is that specific  

“qualities and shifts have been overlooked, among them, the location of women; historical 

variations in the calibration of difference; and the structure of the allure of difference “ (Nava, 

2002: 89, my emphasis.)  

In my mind, such empirical findings put emphasis on the call for cosmopolitan research 

across the ‘cosmopolitan continuum’ (Ong, 2009), but also the call for more cultural- and 

feminist oriented studies upon the topic (Nava, 2002). 

 

5.3 Concluding Remarks 
 

This study has been concerned with a ‘cosmopolitan divide’ within the national boarders of 

Sweden. Cosmopolitanism has been approached in a Hannerzian manner: as a state of mind 

that - juxtaposed to trends within contemporary social life at large - is increasingly mediatized 

(Jansson, 2009c; Chouliaraki, 2006; Beck, 2006). Implicitly, following such a dimension, 

cosmopolitanism is an ethos, a social asset in late modernity only available to some people 

(Jansson, 2009c: 9). Indeed, the empirical findings illuminated a ‘divide’ in such an asset in 

Sweden (see Figure 2: New tension field).  

On a larger scale however, the ‘cosmopolitan divide’ in Sweden is of lesser significance: 

overall, there seem to be a consensus that in the interconnectivity provided by global media 

does indeed have an impact on the way we nowadays tend to conceptualize ourselves as 

members of global communities (e.g. Beck, 2006; Giddens; 2003; Appadurai, 2008; Appiah, 

2007; McLuhan, 1964). In this study, empirical findings supported such a conceptual 

consensus as ‘Internet use’ proved to promote a cosmopolitan outlook, and as indicated – no 

notable ‘digital divide’ between rural and urban areas in terms of Internet access was found.  
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The significance of the ‘cosmopolitan divide’ thus, gains authority and credibility when 

put in a macro context. In other words: what is more relevant is the global cosmopolitan 

divide, the dichotomy between – to put it in Chouliarakis’ (2006) terms – the spectators and 

the sufferers. Within the globalization discourse, this deeply stratified relationship is relevant 

because of the plethora of cultural-, political-, economic- and social inequalities apparent. 

Within the notion of cosmopolitanism - in terms of a mediated, everyday cosmopolitanism – it 

is within the dichotomy between the spectators and the sufferers the real ‘cosmopolitan 

divide’ is to be found – within both Kantian and Hannerzian dimensions. 
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7. Codebook 
 

7.1 SOM-constructed Variables 
 
‘Age variable’: ALDER2 (split in four parts) 
 

1 15-29 
2 30-49 
3 50-64 
4 65-86 

 
‘Residential pattern variable’: STADLAND (split in four parts) 
 

1 Countryside 
2 Smaller town 
3 City or larger town 
4 Stockholm, Gothenburg, Malmo 

 
 
‘Education variable’: UTB (split in four parts) 
 

1 Maximum: elementary school graduation 
2 Upper secondary school graduation 
3 Post- upper secondary school studies without degree from university 

or similar institution 
4 Degree from university of similar institution 

 
‘Gender variable’: SEX (Woman/Man) 
 

1 Woman 
2 Man 

 
‘Internet access’: 22e (yes/no) 
 

1 ‘Yes’ 
2 ‘No’ 
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7.2 Recoded Variables 
 
‘Cosmopolitan attitude 1’: CosmoLoc (3 parts). Recoded from 132i: “Would you 
consider moving to: a country outside of Europe?” 
 
3, 4  ‘Probably not’/ ‘Absolutely not’ >  1 ‘Non-willing’ 
2 ‘Maybe’ >    2 ‘Neutral’ 
1, 5 ‘Yes, absolutely’ / I am already living > 3 ‘Willing’  

in a country outside of Europe 
 
‘Cosmopolitan attitude 2’: CosmoWill (3 parts). Recoded from 131k: “How 
important is your local tie to the place in which you live?” 
 
1, 2 ‘Completely determinant’ / ‘Very important’ > 1 ‘Rooted’ 
3 ‘Rather important’ >   2 ‘Neutral’ 
4, 5 ‘Not that important’ / ‘Not important at all’ > 3 ‘Non-rooted’ 
 
‘Internet use’: Recoded from 23a: “How often, during the last 12 months have 
you used the Internet?’ 
 
1-3 ‘Never’ / ‘Once or twice throughout the year’ / > 1 ‘Seldom’ 

‘Once or twice throughout the last 6 months’ 
4, 5 ‘Once or twice a month’ / ‘Once or twice a week’>2 ‘Sometimes’ 
6, 7 ‘Several times a week’ / ‘On a daily basis’ > 3 ‘Often’ 
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